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ABSTRACT
ACHIEVING RELATIONSHIPS
by Frederick Charles Melancon
December 2015
These stories attempt to follow John Gardner’s instruction to create a dream that
will engage the reader. Mirroring the goal that an author has to create a relationship with
his audience, each story in turn focuses on emotional details that convey the characters’
feelings of isolation or, alternatively, inclusion in their communities. In the first story, a
young man tries to recreate his father’s king cake. In the next, a middle school girl
fixates on her relationship with her sister. Trying to recapture the memory of a lost
daughter, a man searches for the perfect nectar snowball. A mom, then, comes to terms
with her parenting skills after there is trouble at her son’s mother’s morning out daycare.
Finally, a man tries to rebuild his relationship with his daughter by taking care of a fawn.
Each main character yearns for a relationship, as I, the writer, hope to connect with the
reader of these stories by crafting details whose emotional quality evoke the audience’s
memory.
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INTRODUCTION
In this idea originated the plan of the “Lyrical ballads”; in which it was
agreed, that my endeavors should be directed to persons and characters
supernatural, or at least romantic; yet so as to transfer from our inward
nature a human interest and a semblance of truth sufficient to procure for
these shadows of imagination that willing suspension of disbelief for the
moment, which constitutes poetic faith.
—Samuel Coleridge
While speaking primarily of poetry, this quote in Biographia Literaria by Samuel
Coleridge speaks of the desire every artist has, and, in particular for me, it is the hope for
the audience to believe what they are reading. Every author, regardless of genre, wants
the readers to become lost in the text to the point that the readers no longer realize they
are looking at splashes of ink on a page, Coleridge’s “shadows of imagination,” but are
living another day in their lives (6). With respect to fiction, John Gardner notices, “If we
carefully inspect our experience as we read, we discover that the importance of physical
detail is that it creates for us a kind of dream, a rich and vivid play in the mind” (30). For
Gardner, the achievement is in the details. While he is right about the necessity of
images, Gardner forgets that not just any image can distract the reader enough to slip into
the author’s dream world. In fact, just visualizing the dream alone might not be enough
to describe what the author is really trying to get the reader to do. In essence, my goal is
to carefully choose sensory details to get the audience to remember their own experiences
so that their sense memory merges with the text the author has created and allows the
reader to be tricked into thinking that these ink blots represent their lives. With little to
vi

no details, there is nothing for the intended audience to visualize. If there are details but
they are not attached to an emotion, the memory cannot be recalled, and without the
memory the dream might appear, but, the dream that in Gardner’s words “engages us
heart and soul” will not occur (31). Therefore, I focus on details, which evoke human
emotions, “a human interest” (Coleridge 6). Once an emotional attachment is created, a
relationship occurs that allows for communication between writer and audience, thus
forming the dream.
Activating Memory—the Goal
While the dream might be created by the author, I try to activate the reader’s
experience or memories to make sure the dream functions and allows the reader to make
their memories interact with the words I have written. Writing, like any form of
communication, will never completely convey all that its creator intended, but the better I
understand the ways in which the reader engages with a text, the more successful my
communication with the reader becomes. Every writer hears that sensory details are an
essential element of the craft of writing. For example, Robert Olen Butler, in From
Where You Dream, distinguishes between the work of the theologian and the artist by
explaining that the latter communicates through carefully shaped details that relate back
to the five senses: “The artist is comfortable only with going back to the way in which the
chaos is first encountered—that is, moment to moment through the senses” (12).
However, what do these details intend to accomplish? Butler is not doing this simply to
paint pretty pictures. He attempts to connect his written experience with his audience’s
lived experience by forcing the recall of memory through details. He creates “an object
that a reader in turn encounters as if it were experience itself…an encounter as direct as
vii

those we have with life itself,” or have had (12). His experience connects to the
audience’s memory of first coming across the said object, and in this way the audience’s
memory is triggered. The memory is what gives the detail the “semblance of truth”
necessary to make the audience participate in the dream that the writer is showing them
(Coleridge 6).
In The Message in the Bottle, I see Walker Percy looking at experience as a
prerequisite to the understanding of and communication through language. In his chapter
entitled “The Delta Factor,” Percy analyzes the moment Helen Keller realized the
meaning of words only after having first experienced the objects in the world around her
to which these words referred. This moment is important to Percy because Keller’s
meaning-making proves, as stated earlier, that writers must understand that their craft “ . .
. is not about language [alone] but about the creatures who use it and what happens when
they do” (11). As a writer then, he wants to understand how language allows us to
communicate. Like Butler, Percy believes concrete details are necessary to the
experience of recognizing language or beginning to step into a dream, but not of sole
importance. Percy employs a diagram to describe three essential parts to the moment of
Keller’s language realization. These parts are Helen, the word “water,” and the actual
water or liquid (36-37). For the writer, Keller represents the audience while the word
represents language, and the actual water, experience. Keller merges language, though
felt rather than read, and experience. For me, the connection occurs in the moment the
audience reads sensory details on the page and connects these with experiences from their
past. For Keller, this allows for language acquisition. For the audience and writer, it
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allows for the fictional dream to form. The diagram illustrates the need to activate
readers’ experiences with details to help the reader realize Gardner’s dream.
Percy points, more specifically, to the importance of memory in the process as he
thinks about an ancient man sitting around a fire thinking about the day’s events (38).
“One of them [ancient man] tries to recapture it [the hunt], to savor it, and so repeats the
crude hunting cry meaning Bison here!” (Percy 38). Like any artist, ancient man uses
language to activate memory, for “another, hearing it, knows somehow that the one
doesn’t mean get up and hunt now or do this or do anything, but means something else,
means Remember him, remember the bison” (Percy 38). The transfer, “the other waits
and sees the bison, savors the seeing it,” has occurred due to the writer or artist being able
to access the memory of the audience (Percy 38). So, only because of the listener’s
memory, can he understand what the ancient man is saying or intending. If the speaker’s
language did not recall a memory of the hunt, his cry would not have made sense. The
“savoring” of the original event and the language that has evoked it are what give life to
its retelling, a new dream to be actualized. Influencing my understanding of how details
lead to the dream, I see Percy not only looking at the dream the writer creates, but also
how the reader interacts with it.
Feeling Details—the Method
The question then becomes how I can activate the reader’s memory. Well, as
previously stated, according to Butler and Gardner, the method is in the details. Gardner
writes, “But my point at the moment is only this: that here too, as everywhere in good
fiction, it’s physical detail that pulls us into the story, makes us believe or forget not to
believe or (in the yarn) accept the lie even as we laugh at it” (30). But which details are
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most likely to help me to connect the audience to the story? Coleridge responds
generically with those of “human interest” (6). Butler specifically advocates for the use
of details that evoke emotions. He identifies “three fundamentals of fiction”: “fiction is
about human beings”; “it’s about human emotions”; and it “has to do with the
phenomenon of desire” (39). Since an individual’s most vivid memories, and therefore
those most easily and readily accessed, are those of emotional events, details that elicit
emotions previously felt by the reader will be the most successful in achieving the dream.
Looking at Butler’s work, I saw examples of this type of emotional detail. In
“Love,” a short story in Bulter’s collection A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain, the
reader is introduced to the voice of a Vietnamese man whose wife is cheating on him. To
create an emotional response to his character, Butler begins the story with the man
stating, “I was once able to bring fire from heaven” (73). The very visceral image of fire
connects to the man’s anger, with which the audience can relate. But with the additional
use of the word “once,” it becomes clear that the main character can no longer call on fire
(73). He is left frustrated that his vengeance is unfulfilled. The audience can feel this
frustration, too, and sympathize, not because they can summon fire from the sky, but
because they can remember times when they themselves were frustrated in love or in
other ways. Therefore, I see Butler arranging a sensory detail to connect to a complicated
emotion. In another story from the same collection, Butler assumes the voice of a
Vietnamese girl with an American father who had to leave her in Vietnam before getting
her to come to America. Butler begins the story with the girl thinking about cold weather
in America: “Cold weather sounded very bad. It was freezing, he said, so I touched the
tip of my finger to a piece of ice and I held it there for as long as I could” (65). The ice
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evokes for the reader the emotions of distance and disgust, and desire and yearning. The
daughter has been abandoned while her father is somewhere great, yet she still seeks to
know him to share an experience with him. I see the original tactile detail growing as an
emotional level is added. This detail works because it not only shows the conflict the
daughter has with her father, but also it allows the audience a way to remember when
they felt ice, and when their emotions were cold to someone or something that they
sought to connect with. The audience is then drawn into the story to learn what this
emotion will mean for the narrator and her father.
Flannery O’Connor adds to the discussion when she talks about the creation of the
novel: “The good novelist not only finds a symbol for feeling, he finds a symbol and a
way of lodging it which tells the intelligent reader whether this feeling is adequate or
inadequate, whether it is moral or immoral, whether it is good or evil” (156). While
O’Connor argues, “fiction involves the whole range of human judgment,” “imitation of
feeling” remains primary (156). O’Connor later states, “I have to bend the whole
novel—its language, its structure, its action. I have to make the reader feel, in his bones
if nowhere else, that something is going on here that counts” (162). The act of willingly
stepping into the dream occurs because O’Connor crafts every detail available to her to
make the readers access their emotions.
O’Connor’s “Good Country People” is the story of a woman, Joy, who learns she
is not as smart as she thinks she is. In the description of the main character, O’Connor
describes Joy as “a large blonde girl who had an artificial leg” (271). With the inclusion
of the detail of the “artificial leg,” O’Connor creates curiosity in the reader to learn more
(271). The leg is not wooden but artificial. This calls into question the main character’s
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name. If her leg is inauthentic, could her joy be as well? Through the inclusion of the
detail of the artificial leg, I see O’Connor drawing the reader into the story to probe the
depths of Joy’s personality. In another example, when Joy’s sisters are introduced,
O’Connor writes, “By the time Joy came in, they had usually finished the weather report
and were on one or the other of Mrs. Freeman’s daughters, Glynese or Carramae, Joy
called them Glycerin and Caramel” (272). Joy’s sisters represent explosiveness and
sweetness. However, these nicknames do not come from how they think about
themselves or their mother’s opinions of them. The nicknames are the result of the
disdain Joy has for her sisters who are living lives much different from hers. In
particular, the disdain is heightened when Joy walks in every day hearing the two
matriarchs talk about her two sisters after their conversation about the weather, as if their
comings and goings were a top news story. This detail heightens Joy’s isolation from her
family and her disgust for those she thinks no better than objects of gossip. O’Connor
offers a good example of judgments laced with emotional details that help the reader
understand all the undercurrents operating in this family.
Emotional details that activate the reader’s memory are not used only by writers
of fiction and poetry. Other artists in different mediums use this same technique to allow
their audience to engage in their work. For instance, during a lecture on Japanese film in
1988, Hayao Miyazaki, a well-respected, Oscar-winning, Japanese animator stated, “So,
from my perspective, even if they [films] are lightweight in nature, the more popular and
common films still must be filled with a purity of emotion” (72). The details the director
captures with the camera, or the drawings the artist puts together must entrance the
audience by attaching an emotion to each image:
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In depicting characters’ actions and behaviors, the tendency is to resolve
the more iconic emotions of delight, anger, sorrow, and pleasure into
depictions of parts of the face (eyes, eyebrows, mouth nose), and then to
arrange, link, and compile these elements into a continuum. . . . a drawing
with emotion can be extremely powerful if it accurately captures what you
want to express. (76)
Miyazaki’s artistic techniques are equivalent to the fiction writer’s details. While
reminiscing about the films that made him fall in love with animation, Miyazaki notes
that it was the “depicting [of] simple yet strong, powerful, piercing emotions in an earnest
and pure fashion” that moved him and made him remember (71).
Writing Dreams—the Application
My collection represents my attempts to create John Gardner’s dream for the
reader. In the hopes of creating a relationship with my audience, I have tried to make
each story focus on details that convey the characters’ emotional feelings of isolation or,
alternatively, inclusion in their communities: relationships. Further, the goal is to
activate readers’ memories; therefore, a theme of loss seems appropriate. After all,
memory is always the pursuit of something lost.
The first story “James Jo n LeBlanc: 1947-2004,” attempts to evoke emotion with
the title. The title clearly indicates the death of a man, and the letter that has fallen off in
the name on the tombstone furthers the emotion of loss. For the narrator, the lost letter
begins to become a symbol for him as he tries to figure out his dead father’s recipe for
king cake. The isolation of the main character is further heightened when the narrator
states, “I never saw my dad cook. It was something he did with my two older brothers.”
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The main character becomes more isolated because while others have taken advantage of
the opportunity, he has missed the chance to connect to his father. To increase the
emotional tone, the two brothers are named as James and John. The reader is left to
surmise that the narrator does not even share a part of his father’s name and that he feels
this becomes a symbol for not fitting in with his family. The goal of these details is to
evoke the emotion of loss and to activate a memory of loss and isolation that the audience
can experience in the details.
In “Biting Abby,” the story centers on two sisters and their attempts to stay out of
trouble. The longing for a relationship is explored once again: “My hands are in my
pockets when I only feel the ridge of sewed cloth at the bottom.” The narrator is reaching
for a letter, but she touches only the inside lining of her pocket. By touching something
in the pocket that is not the letter, the character activates a memory of something being
lost. While the audience might not have a sister or might not have experienced corporal
punishment, they will be able to connect with the emotion of losing something. This
emotion is supported by the action of the first line: “Her hands strain for my arms as the
principal drags her to his office.” The initial movement of the sisters is away from each
other. At this moment, the missing letter acts as a symbol for the relationship between
the two sisters. The audience may not have a sister, but they can remember a moment
when there has been a disconnection within their own family or community.
“Elysian Snowballs” explores the widower Mark’s quest to find a nectar
snowball. His goal is finally reached, and his father-in-law gains insight into his son-inlaw’s quest when he looks at a video on his phone. The video is of Mark’s dead
daughter. “There are Pepto-Bismol semi-circles around the corners of her mouth. ‘It’s
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the greatest thing I ever tasted,’ she says.” The Pepto-Bismol is a concrete detail, whose
color matches that of a nectar snowball. Although the reader can remember the curative
effect of the medicine, the emotion that should spark the audience’s memory is the one of
loss. Mark needs a cure. But his daughter’s words will remain trapped in a video
recording never changing because her life has ended so short. Mark will try, but his
relationship with his daughter is incurable. The reader can feel his or her loss and
remember their own desire to remedy the pain of a lost loved one, despite its
impossibility.
In “Mother’s Morning Out,” the main relationship is between a mother and a son.
However, the mother becomes increasingly insecure as a parent until she fulfills her own
worst fears. Showing how these fears play out, I create a scene where the son grabs a
paperweight and begins beating it against a desk. The knick-knack is shaped like a heart.
The irony here is that the paperweight the child yields is a symbol for the weight he
represents for the mother. Her own feelings are driving her crazy. The noise of the
paperweight banging against a desk creates the emotion of embarrassment and gives the
audience a humorous take on this scene. Using the emotions, the audience has something
to grasp so that they can sympathize with a mother trying to control something
uncontrollable, her son.
A dad trying to connect with a daughter who is growing up and becoming
increasingly distant is the emotional pull for the final story in the collection. Earlier on in
“Dad in Headlights,” Porter blames people moving to the suburbs as the reason a deer
runs into his car. The humor of this is heightened when it is revealed that he lives in a
suburb, too. The complaint of urban flight is just an excuse to help get back in good
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graces with his daughter, which is impossible as the daughter grows up. So, the irony is
that his complaints about people moving away are really leveled at his daughter, but he is
using this argument to divert blame and to reestablish a good relationship with her. His
attempts are not going to be successful. His words and actions are doomed from the
beginning. Having felt the effects of failure before, the audience is able to relate. The
audience can laugh and then feel sorry for a man who is desperately, yet unsuccessfully,
trying to prevent the estrangement from someone he loves.
Throughout my collection, I strive to do what not only writers of fiction but all
good artists do. I want to obscure the line between my art and its intended audience.
Much like Butler, I begin with the inclusion of sensory details. But my details must be
able to transcend the specific context contained within my story and tap into the reader’s
humanity by evoking a universally experienced emotion. Once, this action occurs, the
reader becomes lost in the dream, and I have gained the faith of the audience allowing the
dream to form. I have experienced the dream myself when reading the fiction of Butler
and O’Connor and watching the films of Miyazaki. Now, I hope to follow them in
creating dreams and achieving relationships between me and my readers and between the
words on the page and their lives.
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1
JAMES JO N LEBLANC: 1947-2004
I never saw my dad cook. It was something he did with my two older brothers.
In my kitchen, there’s a picture of all of us. It was taken just before he died. We were on
the street during Mardi Gras. James, the oldest, is the one holding the king cake in the
center, and Dad is to his left followed by John, the middle child, on the end. John isn’t
even looking at the camera. If I remember that day waiting for the parade to pass, he was
checking out some girl that was walking by, but with John, that memory could have been
of any day. I’m next to my mother on the other end. Part of my arm isn’t in the picture,
like all the other family shots we used to take.
Every time I got in trouble, my dad would talk about cooking. It was his thing.
He cared about cooking the way other people care about their cars, houses, or children. I
had to hear about Uncle Cotton’s pralines or Paw Paw’s couche couche. I hated couche
couche. It was what the old people used to eat for breakfast. It was essentially fried
cornmeal that tasted like cardboard. I don’t know how they ate it, and I don’t know how
you could mess up something by frying it. I still think Paw Paw got the recipe wrong
somehow or my dad didn’t remember it right.
When I was in high school, I asked Dad why he cared about all the old recipes.
Most of those recipes were nothing more than lard, flour, sausage, and a can of
vegetables you couldn’t even taste. He could have tried to eat something healthy. God
knows, he didn’t die from eating a salad. When I asked, he said, “Good food makes good
families.” He told that to everyone. When Dad wasn’t around, John lifted up on his toes
and said, “Remember, Daniel, good food makes families fat.”
*
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I hold the pot with all the syrup over the donut-shaped cake. My hand trembles.
The liquid cascades down the sides. A pool forms in the empty space in the middle, and
puddles widen on the outside. At any moment, the icing should begin to harden, but it
doesn’t. I don’t think to stop pouring; instead, I step back as the icing billows out over
the pan and drips over the edge. I push the pan back, and my hand jerks and waves in the
air while I bounce in place.
“I didn’t realize we were going to be second-lining to the gravesite this year,”
John says as he walks through the kitchen and into the living room.
“I burnt my hand,” I say.
He pays little attention to me as he answers his new girlfriend’s question on the
cell phone, which he’s had up to his ear since he got here this morning. “Yeah, he’s still
trying to make my dad’s king cake.”
I keep the aloe in the kitchen for just this reason. It’s on the far side of the room
underneath the window. The green leaves are already all clipped to the dirt. Each
desiccated stump has a brown scar to mark where I’ve cut it off. I’m going to have to get
a new one.
My brother comes back into the room stopping at the puddle of liquid sugar on
the floor. “We think you should ask him,” he jerks his head toward the guest bedroom
that I use for storage. “He’s the one who usually cooks it for today anyway.”
I wipe up the icing off the green linoleum floor. “His flight didn’t get in until late
last night.”
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John lifts the cell phone up to indicate he’s talking to his girlfriend and he can’t be
bothered with me. “He’s scared our older brother will yell at him. It’s kind of sweet
actually.”
I stop cleaning. “You could ask him?”
John keeps talking into the phone, “He wants me to ask, but I’m not stupid.”
The only reason James used to get along so well with Dad was because they both
liked to sleep in and had the same temper if you woke them up. I think that’s why James
knows the recipe, and the rest of us don’t. Dad probably taught it to him late one
morning when everyone else was at church.
My hand moves over the floor pausing on the occasional sticky spot. I scrub the
invisible sugar residue. John’s in the living room. “No, he’s still cleaning the floor, and I
don’t blame him. This place is a mess. You’d think with all the free time he’s getting
from being laid off, he could use a vacuum cleaner.”
I get off the floor and move to the refrigerator as John comes in to look at the
other two king cakes I made earlier this morning. They’re in a row on the far counter by
the window. One’s burnt black. The other’s brown covered in a thick icing, but it’s
shaped in a fat circle instead of the oval dad used to make.
“This one just needs sprinkles,” he points to the second one. “No, I don’t mean
sprinkles. You know—it needs the stuff that’s green, yellow, or purple. What is that
called?”
“It’s just colored sugar,” I say to the inside of the refrigerator as I look at the last
two rolls of uncooked dough that I have. I just have two more chances to get it right if
the king cake’s going to be ready for this afternoon.
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John talks into the cell phone. “I hate it when they put real sprinkles on a king
cake. It doesn’t seem right. Ever since I was a kid, whether it was Dad’s king cake or
not, there was always the three-colored stuff on it.”
“Sugar,” I repeat before taking more dough out and flouring it down, so I can roll
it out.
“There’s a bakery down the street that does that. I just don’t understand why
anyone would want to change something like king cake. It’s king cake. Dad never
would have done anything like that.”
I throw flour on the counter before placing the dough in the center. Any excess
powder, I rub on the roller.
Behind me John asks, “What?”
My brother doesn’t speak for a second and the far off voice of the girl is a highpitched whisper.
“I’ll ask him,” John says. “Hey,” he lifts the phone slightly from his ear, “she
wants to know why you were laid off.”
I begin to tell him that it’s none of her business, but before I can, he’s walking
away saying, “He used to work for the paper, but with all the subscriptions being
cancelled, they had a layoff. He was one of the ones to go.”
He raises his voice. “They made a mistake, of course. His was one of the best
columns in the whole newspaper.”
He pauses. “What was his column about? I don’t know.” He looks back down at
the king cakes. “Wasn’t about cooking.”
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The clock over the stove has stopped working, so I check the time on my cell
phone. I only have time to try once more, and then I’ll have to drive Mom to the grave at
Lake Lawn Park Cemetery. I look down the unlit hallway. James is asleep in the last
room on the right. He’s the only one who really knows how to make Dad’s king cake.
He has made it for the last two years. He brings it to the cemetery, and we share it with
all the rest of the family visiting on All Saints’ Day. The first year we returned to the
cemetery it was a big deal. The whole family showed up. We couldn’t all fit in the
alcove that houses the family plot. I remember several family members saying they
couldn’t wait until next year. They wanted another piece of my father’s king cake that
James had made. Katrina happened the following summer. The next time we went to the
grave there was only my mom, James, John, and me.
Darkness seems to creep out of the edges of the door to the room my brother’s
sleeping in. I don’t think as I walk into the room that has a wall of boxes containing
newspapers. My brother doesn’t even stir, and for once, I can’t hear John talking on his
cell phone. I move over to the bed, grab the comforter, and flip the comforter to the
floor. James is still in his jeans from last night.
His hands go up to his face, and he rubs his eyes as he says, “What?”
“I need Dad’s recipe.”
He squints at me before repeating, “What?”
“For the king cake. I need the recipe. No one else knows it.”
He shifts in bed to look at me. “You woke me up for that.”
“I still need to drive Mom to Lake Lawn.”
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He reaches down to the floor and picks up a shoe. “I can’t believe you. First, get
out of this room. Then get in your car. Drive to Winn-Dixie. Buy a king cake.”
I leave before he can finish. It’s November. No one’s selling king cakes right
now. That won’t happen until it gets closer to Mardi Gras. The shoe hits the opposite
wall of the hallway as I walk back to the kitchen. He yells two more instructions that I
don’t hear before the door slams. When I get back to the kitchen, John has a smirk on his
face.
“Mom just pulled up,” he motions with the cell phone to the back door. “Also, I
need to ask you for a favor. Can you pick up Anne before you drive us to Lake Lawn?”
*
John disappears into Anne’s parents’ house a block off Elysian Fields and Prentiss
Avenue. Before the storm, the sides of the street and the neutral ground were lined with
oak trees. Not anymore. The only reminder of those trees is the broken up concrete of
the sidewalk and street. The strip of ground in the middle of the road is covered just in
grass. Anne’s house is different. There’s one manicured oak tree in the front of her
house between two new palm trees. The cement up to the house has been replaced, and
with new windows, siding, and a new roof, the house looks like it was built just two days
ago. The house to our right still has the water mark around the middle of the exterior
wall, and the house to our left has gray colored boards on the windows and front door. I
look at the clock on the dashboard at the same time my mom looks at her wristwatch.
The dashboard’s time is an hour off, but I’m not going to change it now because
tomorrow it’ll be right.
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After fiddling with the dial on the side of her wristwatch, Mom says, “Sorry about
the king cake. The second one did look good. You should’ve brought that one.”
“It wasn’t the same as Dad’s.”
The edges of a small crack in the windshield glimmer in the sunlight. I haven’t
had a chance to call the insurance company to get it plugged. I need to before it gets
much colder and cracks more. I can’t afford to replace the entire windshield right now.
“I heard you asked James for help. He didn’t get too rough with you when you
asked for the recipe, did he?”
“Who told you about that?” I ask.
My mother slips her large bifocals down her nose before answering, “When has
there been a time when John could keep his mouth shut about anything? But, I didn’t ask
about John. Did James give you a hard time?”
“We don’t have a king cake for when we go to Dad’s, so he didn’t help.”
“I’m surprised you thought he would help. He has too much of his father in him.
You know your father never shared that recipe with anyone, including me. You can
imagine how surprised I was to learn that your father taught it to James.”
“Why did he teach it to him?
“I still don’t know. It happened when the school suspended him.”
My oldest brother had only been suspended once. One of his teachers had caught
him forging notes so he and his friends could skip class and meet up with some students
from the all-girl Catholic school down the street. I didn’t blame him. None of the
Catholic schools in New Orleans were co-ed. As good Catholics, my parents weren’t
about to send me to public school. Sometimes, I blame my parents and the school system
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for my trouble with women, but this is only when I’m not dating. Otherwise, I blame the
women.
Anyway, mom wanted to kill him. “What if you knocked her up? Do you know
what that’s like? It’s not fun.” Dad just smiled. My brother probably would’ve gotten
away with it too, but one of his friends tried to forge a note to go see his girlfriend and
got caught because he misspelled the teacher’s name. I never knew if the girl’s parents
thought it was a big deal. Dad was the one to talk to them on the phone. He said, “Yeah,
I’ll bring a king cake over tomorrow, and I don’t think there was any harm done.” The
king cake was on the dinner table in the morning, and by the afternoon, it was gone.
“We were furious at him.” Mom had a funny way of remember things. “I
thought your father was going to kill him when he took James with him that Sunday.
But, he didn’t. Instead, your father showed James the recipe. When I asked about it,
your father said, ‘If he’s going to have all of my bad habits, he might as well have
something to work with.’”
“It worked out,” I say.
“Yes, I’m surprised he even showed up this year,” Mom says. “What’s taking so
long? Does this girl need John to dress her like her parents do?”
“They could just be asking about where she’s going. I would if I saw John walk
in the door. What do you mean?”
My mom’s head jerks toward me almost hitting the seat cushion with her face as
she says, “This girl’s clearly too young for John. I mean she still lives with her parents.”
“No, I mean about James not showing up.”
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Mom doesn’t take her eyes off the front door. “Well, maybe I misspoke. He
needed this year to figure out it was too much of a pain to get here. Next year, he will
come up with an excuse for sure.”
“Mom, come on. He wants to be here.”
“Dear, we’ve been doing this for the last four years. Every year it’s the same.
We meet. We talk to old relatives and acquaintances that your father did a favor for, and
each year the amount of people shrinks. It’s like watching the original funeral on a VHS
tape. It may be the same thing, but the quality fades. I don’t even want to go anymore.”
I should’ve brought the second king cake. Before I can say anything, John
appears at the door with Anne. She’s a lot taller than him, and when she grabs John’s
hand, he’s yanked to the car. Well, he always had a thing for tall girls. He must’ve
learned how to hang on. She excitedly waves as she approaches the car. I smile. Mom
stares at her watch and then at John.
Anne slips into the backseat, “Hi, I hope you’re having a good day.”
“I guess it would be if we weren’t going to my husband’s grave today,” our
mother says.
“Mom.” John frowns as he slides in the seat next to Anne.
Anne places her hand on his shoulder and says, “No, it’s all right. I’m sorry.”
“Don’t worry about it, dear.” My mother doesn’t look back at either her middle
child or his girlfriend. “He’s been dead for four years. I guess he can wait.”
I pull the car out and begin to make my way to Elysian Fields. I remember
driving down this road to go to the lakefront and either playing with my brothers when I
was little or making out with a girl when I was older. In some places, the road looks like
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it always has. The wide neutral ground covered with grass, shaded by oak trees and
magnolia trees and bordered by houses of different designs. But there are lawns that have
not been cut and some houses with boarded up windows next to Anne’s house. The
comic book store I used to go to isn’t even there. It is just a gray slab, an empty space
where I used to hangout. As I drive the car on the cracked river bed of asphalt and
around potholes, I take a left and stop at a light on Elysian that is next to an old Catholic
church, St. Raphael’s. The brick building’s in good shape, and somebody’s cleaned up
the marks on the outside walls. But, most of the families here haven’t returned from the
storm. There’s talk the parish is going to sell the property for the money. There’s trash
in a boarded up doorway and bits of grass growing on the stairs. This church’s where
Mom and Dad got married.
John says, “Take the interstate. It should be faster.”
“No, I’m going to take Robert E. Lee to Canal. We can go under the interstate to
get to Lake Lawn.”
“Those neighborhoods are still a mess from the hurricane. You could pop a tire
on those streets and make us late. Take the interstate; it’ll be faster.”
“I know,” Anne says, “those neighborhoods are depressing. I don’t understand
why those people don’t just get their act together and rebuild.”
My mother looks at me lowering her chin so her eyes are directly on me. “Son, I
feel like I don’t want to be late this year. Take the interstate.”
At the stoplight at Elysian Fields and Prentiss, I move across the neutral ground
and make a left heading away from the lake towards the river and I-10.
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*
Lake Lawn Cemetery’s where the family plot is. All our relatives from Dad to
Grandmere have their names glued to a marble sheet screwed into the wall. At one point,
the management of the cemetery wanted to close the plot. My mother exploded. The
owners explained that the bodies weren’t decomposing fast enough to place new ones in
it. So there was no room for anyone else. Mom brought my brothers and me down to the
cemetery and asked for the staff to open the tomb. She was going to make room. The
management quickly decided there was enough space for at least one more person after
that. It was a good thing. Mom confided that she didn’t think she could have actually
gone in there and touched anything. She would have needed one of us to have done it. I
know my brothers wouldn’t have done that. James still makes the sign of the cross
whenever we go by a cemetery. That means, I would have ended up doing it. I don’t
think I had the nerve to move anybody to the back of the tomb, and I definitely wouldn’t
have eaten another praline again if I had to see what was left of Uncle Cotton.
We pass the new parts of the cemetery with exposed walls and names on either
side. There are pictures of American flags and eagles next to newly planted trees. These
new parts are next to the patches of raised ground where people were buried like most
other places. After Katrina, it was obvious that keeping people in mausoleums was a
better choice, unless you wanted to see your deceased family member again. I always
liked the stained glass, high ceilings, and older crypts lining the hallways in the original
enclosed building. It felt more like a home than a monument, and it was where the rest of
the tightly squeezed family was.
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As we stop, the signs on the side of the building read, “Do not park on the curb.”
I’ve never gotten an explanation why we can’t park on the curb, but no one does. So, the
circle we make around the building takes longer than it should because the few people
that are here have parked in the middle of the road trying to abide by the rules.
Inside the primary building, I stand with John and Anne three alcoves down from
the family burial plot. The air’s stagnant. The high ceiling built to allow the maximum
number of occupants should help. It doesn’t, and there’s no AC or heater either.
Apparently, it slows down the decomposition rate.
“I can’t believe it,” Anne says.
“I know,” John agrees. “Isn’t it funny?”
On the second level of plots, a plaque reads, “Deceased GOD.”
“I had always heard God was dead,” Anne says, “but I never thought it was true.”
“Dad used to love bringing all three of us here,” John says as he tries to put his
arm around her. “We never did find out why God’s buried here in New Orleans of all
places.”
“Yes, we did,” I say before realizing that John was not there that time. “It was
one of the last times we came here with Dad.”
John had been with Jen, a Westbanker. The relationship didn’t last long, but
while he was with her, he was always on the other side of the river.
“We met a custodian,” I say. “He told us that those were the guy’s initials, and
the old man had a sense of humor so when he died that’s all he wanted on the plaque.”
John and Anne nod like they’re in a museum. John kisses Anne, and I look down
the hall toward the family plot. I see James turn the corner focused on getting to the
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grave before our mother or any other of our family members start speaking. I leave John
and Anne with GOD. If they want to make out in front of him, that’s their business.
James has a rectangular box in both hands. It’s the size of one of Dad’s king
cakes. I can’t believe he would do this. He knows I was trying to make the king cake
this morning. I don’t even know how he found time to make the thing.
When I turn the corner into the little corridor that contains Dad, I see him placing
the box on a table for urns and flowers and pulling out an aluminum foil tray containing
Dad’s king cake. Mom looks at me while the few aunts, uncles, and cousins gather
around to get a piece. This year there’s enough king cake for everyone.
I hang around in the back, far away from the table and the grave with nine names
on it. I stay away from James. I’m not even in the corridor when my mother begins to
talk. When everyone bows their heads to pray, I sneak out. I never realized there was a
former mayor of New Orleans just in the hall outside the alcove with my dad. I thought a
mayor could afford a better place to be buried than this. I begin to look at the other
graves, and my mother finds me two wings down staring at the plaque with the three
initials.
“Go tell James goodbye and meet me at your car.”
I begin to protest, but she silences me. “Not another word. Go say goodbye to
James and then drive me back to my car at your apartment.”
James is packing up the empty foil tray while speaking to a distant cousin. “This
is the guy you should thank,” James gestures toward me. “He’s the one who made it.”
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Too stunned to respond, I accept my cousin’s thanks and promise to pass the
recipe on to him when I get a chance. He leaves as he reminds me to email him, and
James and I are alone.
“You didn’t have to lie about the king cake.” I sit on the low bench next to the
empty container.
“I’m tired of him pestering me about it. To be honest, I don’t even know who that
is.”
“His name’s Charlie. He’s a cousin once removed, I think.”
“So, you still mad?”
“No, I just wish you would have told me the recipe, so I could have made it
myself and saved you the trouble.”
James looks up at the family grave. Dad’s name’s still missing a letter that fell
off when Katrina flooded the place. “I told you the recipe.”
“No, you didn’t.”
James turns to get the container. “Yeah, I did. There is no recipe. Dad knew a
bunch of people in the bakeries around town. They would make him whatever he wanted
whenever he wanted. He introduced me to most of them. I can do the same for you if
you really want. He would just go off to Mackenzie’s or Winn-Dixie, buy one, scrape the
icing and sugar off the top, stick it in the oven, and put more icing and sugar back on. If
there’s a recipe, that’s it.”
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BITING ABBY
Her fingertips strain for my arms as the principal drags her to his office. I
wouldn’t even need to be here if it wasn’t for my sister. I don’t look at her. The crack in
the wall cuts through the spaces between the painted cinder blocks in a ragged pattern,
which starts from behind the digital clock that shows “11:55 5/12/14.” I stare at the
bright red, blinking colon holding the hour and minutes together. Grace screams. Her
voice vibrates off the main office trophy case’s glass panes and framed pictures of Hinds
Private School, and she flings her arms at Principal Orn. Kicking out with one foot, she
leaves dust marks on the cuffs of his black pants. She knocks over a chair on the other
side of the small waiting room. She yells, “Abby, Abby. Help me. Help me. Love you.
Love you.” Her fingers almost touch my knees as she reaches toward me. I shift my
knees to the side.
My hands rub down my jumper slipping into the fabric of my empty pockets. The
chair’s plastic cushion creaks. As Orn struggles with my sister, I see glimpses of the
inside of his office. On the corner of his dark brown, wooden desk is the light brown
paddle with holes drilled through the wood and deep trenches in the handle. Paige says
the trenches are for all the kids he’s killed with it.
“Abby, step outside,” the top of Mrs. Kaplan’s forehead says to me from the other
side of the receptionist counter.
“There’s no one in the hall to monitor her.” Mr. Orn turns to look at me. “She can
sit there. I’ll close the door.”
My sister stops screaming for a moment as the two adults talk, and I can even
hear one of the other kids sniff. If I tell them about the letter, they’ll stop. But, I’m the
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one who lost the letter. Grace screams again when the principal closes his hand over her
shoulder and pushes her into his office. She’s little, so she shouldn’t get too many
paddles.
“Enough,” the principal says as he begins to close the door. I think of the book
Paige has been reading about the older sister who sacrifices herself for her sister. I’m
screaming before I know where the pain is coming from.
*
“You two walk so slow. We’re going to be late to school,” Paige says as she
looks down at her wristwatch with etched flowers on the face. Paige lives next door to
us, and her mom feels more comfortable when we all walk to school together from my
dad’s house. Paige’s mom comes over and laughs all the time at my dad. She thinks he’s
“hilarious.” She couldn’t laugh at him today. He left early for work.
Paige says, “My watch says that it’s May twelfth at about five minutes till eight,
but with the way you two move, it’ll be May thirteenth by the time we get there.”
Mom used to drive me to school, but since the divorce, I walk with my sister.
There are veins of grass breaking up the blocks of sidewalk that I have to avoid while
holding on to my sister. She uses any opportunity to escape my grip, and the sore tissue
on my butt keeps me from running after her. The worst part is that we’re already late,
which means Paige is right. My right hand squeezes my sister’s wrist. I’m making sure
she doesn’t have the opportunity to get away, again. She’s already in trouble for biting,
and if she gets in trouble for any reason, no one will bother to ask me what happened.
It’ll be my fault.
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On one side of me, Grace has her finger buried in her mouth as her chin opens and
closes on it. On the other, Paige says, “I can understand why your dad’s so upset. I
wouldn’t want my child biting people. I mean other people are gross.”
When the brother and sister come out of the house on our left and head in the
opposite direction for the high school, I know we’re late.
“Did you finish your homework so I could copy?” the sister with her ponytail
slightly off-center asks as she runs down the uneven path to the sidewalk.
“No, but I know a girl I can copy off of before class. You can get the answers
from me after.”
The girl takes her brother’s hand and skips around him singing, “Yay that my
brother is such a slut. Such a slut.”
The brother laughs as he allows her to turn him around. She only does one circle
and then stops. But they continue to hold hands as we walk under their joined arms, and
they don’t let go of each other as they walk away.
I tighten my grip on my sister’s wrist. “It’s just a bad habit.” My sister doesn’t
deserve to be picked on by Paige. “She’ll grow out of it.”
Paige looks at her wristwatch. “Will that happen before or after we get to
school?”
Grace pulls away from me. Her right arm’s wrapped around the neck of her
stuffed monkey with the missing button eyes. I remember my mom and dad cutting off
the eyes, so Grace couldn’t swallow them. Grace was really upset, but my mom said, “At
least, the monkey will never know when he’s alone.” Grace is strangling the animal so
she can pick her nose. I drop her wrist to swat away her hand, especially before Paige
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can see. Grace drops the monkey and grabs her ponytails trying to rip out the rubber
bands.
“No, Grace.” It takes both hands to stop her. My backpack falls to the ground. I
hold her arms as far away from her body and mine as I can. This way she can’t do any
more damage to her hair or me. I especially keep as much distance away from the light
green glob on the end of one of her fingers. “Daddy worked hard on those, and I’ll get in
trouble for letting you take them out.”
Grace’s light brown eyebrows touch as she says, “Dad won’t care. He hates
fixing my hair anyway.”
“Yes, he will.” I pull her arms as far apart as I can, lifting her up onto her tiptoes,
“Don’t do that.”
“Why would you want to mess up your pretty hair?” Paige kneels in front of
Grace. “I wish I could have hair like yours. It’s so curly and cute.”
Paige pats the top of Grace’s head. My sister opens her mouth as she swings her
body, going after Paige’s hand.
“Is she trying to bite me?” Paige holds her hand close to her chest as if she were
already bit.
I yank Grace to my side, pick up her monkey, and then thrust it in her face. I
check myself after. There’s no telling where the booger is. “I love you,” Grace tells the
stuffed monkey before she hugs it while looking at me.
“She tried to bite me.” Paige points at Grace. “You had better be careful. If I
tell, you’ll be spanked something fierce at school.”
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“She’s not going to be spanked.” I pick up my bag and begin walking to our
joined school buildings, one elementary and one middle school before the bell goes off.
“Why not?” Paige follows behind us. “I would get spanked if I bit someone at
school.”
“We’re not at school.”
“We’re close. You know I had a sister who got caught smoking a block away
from her school, and she got spanked at school and then again at home. She told me the
one at school was the worst. Everyone was watching there.”
“We have a letter from our parents.” I take a folded piece of paper out of my
pocket. “This says she’s not allowed to be spanked.”
“How is a piece of paper going to stop Principal Orn from spanking your sister?”
“Because it’s from my parents. They say that they are the only ones who can
spank us.”
*
The elementary hallway has bits of leftover tape and hot glue flecks between the
pictures of scribbled crayon. At some point, some of that tape held my pictures. The
pictures on the walls are of stick dogs, cats, and families. Mine used to be just like those.
I remember the ceiling with rectangle lights being higher than it is now. My sister
tightens her arm and pulls it down until I’m forced to free her. Once loose, she runs to
the door without looking back at me. Pounding on it with her fists, Grace looks up at the
door’s rectangular window with the missing bolt in the bottom of the frame. On the other
side, Ms. Candice presses her round face to the window.
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“Good morning, Ms. Candice,” Grace raises her voice to be heard through the
glass crisscrossed with wire diamonds.
Ms. Candice’s light mustache stretches on her face as she smiles, but she doesn’t
open the door.
Grace’s forehead clenches as she yells, “Let me in!”
Ms. Candice is no longer smiling, and I can hear my dad yelling at me like Grace
yells at Ms. Candice.
“You need to move back,” I say as I grab her arm, “so they can let you in.”
Her teeth sink down into my wrist. Without thinking, I push her into the door.
She bounces off and falls to the floor on her butt. Ms. Candice and I don’t move. Maybe
her butt was big enough to cushion her fall. She’s silent until she looks up at me from the
brown and gray tiled floor and begins to cry.
“Abby, you shouldn’t have pushed her.” Ms. Candice opens the door bumping my
sister. “Grace, dear, I need you to move.”
My sister cries. Faces from the cracks in the other doors begin to look out into the
hallway. I examine the tiles with the scuff mark like part of a broken circle. The mark is
made from the door my sister is sitting in front of scraping the linoleum. Ms. Candice
slowly pushes the door and my sister on that arching line, and I step back to let it happen.
I hold my wrist with the teeth marks and watch as a red and blue rainbow forms in
my skin. I continue to press the red flesh trying to make the pain go away. My eyes are
watering, and I don’t want to cry in front of so many other people.
Grace pays little attention to me as she reaches for Ms. Candice. The round
woman picks her up and hugs her to her breast. “There, there. It’ll be all right.”
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“Grace bit—”
“I saw,” Ms. Candice says to me.
“Abby,” Grace says between sobs. “Abby did it.”
Ms. Candice ignores her as she repeats her soothing phrase several times. Inside
my sister’s classroom, faces appear to see what’s going on. Pushing his way to the front,
one boy looks at me and then Ms. Candice before his marker-smeared face grimaces, and
he begins to cry.
“Oh, Sid,” Ms. Candice looks down at the new crier, “are you sad for Grace? It’s
all right. She’ll be better.”
Grace, prompted by the name, slows to a couple of whimpers while saying, “Sid.
Sid. Sid.”
Ms. Candice uses her body to maneuver Sid into her classroom. When all are
back on their side of the door, she puts Grace down. Sid continues to whine as he wraps
his arms around my sister’s neck. Grace pats him on the back to console him.
Ms. Candice is closing the door when she asks, “You do have the letter from your
parents?”
My hands are in my pockets. I feel only the ridge of sewed cloth at the bottom.
“I personally wish your parents would just bite her, or at least, let you do it
yourself when she bites you. My little one never bit another living thing after I bit him.”
It’s not in my backpack either. I remember having it on the way to school when I
showed Paige. Where could it be now?
“Abby, you do have the letter?”
“I can’t find it,” I say while still searching through my bag.
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“I guess we’ll have to hope she got all her biting out on you then. Make sure you
hurry to your homeroom. We don’t want you to be late for class.”
Ms. Candice closes the door, and I’m left outside with a forgotten blind monkey
without any eyes.
*
The book’s on my desk when I get to my classroom. I put Grace’s doll in the
hanging cage below my desk, hiding it before anyone in my class can see me with it.
Still, its eyeless face stares out at my classmates from behind the scuffed chrome bars.
Before I can touch the cover of the book, which has a picture of two hands locked
together, Paige is saying, “To sacrifice yourself for your family is so noble, don’t you
think?”
“I saw the movie. I don’t need to read the book.” I flop down into my desk
trying to ignore her. I forget to sit slowly after last night. I glance at the imprints on my
wrist, trying to focus on the pain that hurts the least. When I can think about it, I give the
book back to Paige.
Paige doesn’t take it. Instead, she’s looking at my wrist.
“Oh, don’t worry.” Paige sits down in the desk next to mine. “Your sister’s an
exception. I don’t blame you if you would let her get sacrificed. I mean she has no
manners. Can you even imagine where her teeth have been?”
“Sid,” comes out of my mouth followed by the thought that Paige really doesn’t
need to know who my sister has been biting.
“Sid, is that the little boy she has a crush on?” Paige takes the book from me to
place it back on my desk. “Isn’t she too young for a boyfriend?”
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“No.” I wonder when homeroom will end. “I don’t know.”
“It really doesn’t matter, I guess. She says she loves everything, even that stuffed
monkey.” She points under my desk, and Susan and Marie, who sit in the next row, look
and giggle before I see they are looking at Paul drawing on the back of his friend’s shirt
on the other side of the class.
“She doesn’t say it to everything.”
“She says it to you. All. The. Time.”
“No, she doesn’t.” I move the book to my backpack.
“Yes, she does. She said it this morning when we were about to leave your house,
and she didn’t have the monkey then. Remember, it was one of the reasons why we were
late.” Paige pauses as she watches the other boy jump when he realizes what Paul’s
doing. There’s laughter in her voice when she says, “You had to go back and get it for
her.”
“She said it when I gave it to her. She was obviously talking to the monkey.”
“No, she said it to you.”
The intercom blasts out a single beep, and the school day has officially begun as
Principal Orn gives the announcements for the sports teams and clubs. Halfway through
his speech, he loses his place and reads how the basketball team needs to return their
instruments to the recital. Paige is back at her desk as the principal finishes with a
moment of silence and the pledge.
“I was thinking the other day,” Ms. Sullivan, our English teacher, says. She isn’t
that old of a teacher, but she wears low cut shirts that she unbuttons whenever the
principal comes around. Those shirts make her look older. Paige and I once tried to
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guess her age. When Paige said forty-six, Ms. Sullivan told us to get back to work, so I
guess Paige was right.
Ms. Sullivan always starts class with a question. If you pay attention, you can tell
what the class is going to be about and decide if you want to sleep or not.
“I was thinking.” She stops to stare at Paige. On the other side of Marie, Paige
stops talking about the way Paul looked when he got caught. “I was thinking about what
kind of parent I would be like when I had my kids. So, what kind of parent will you be
when you have kids?”
Paige’s hand is the only one to go up in the class, but Ms. Sullivan looks at every
other student but her. Paige begins to wave her hand around trying to catch Ms.
Sullivan’s attention. She never looks around to see that no one else wants to answer the
question. Finally, Ms. Sullivan calls on her, “All right, Paige. What do you think?”
I don’t think she even stops to breathe. “I’ll be a great parent. I’ll take care of my
children and do everything for them, and I’ll never hit them. Some parents do that, but I
won’t. And if someone else hits my child, I’ll punch them in their face.”
I raise my hand, and Ms. Sullivan quickly points to me. “What kind of parent will
you be, Abby?”
“Can I go call home?”
*
Principal Orn makes all the students walk on the right side of the hall, leaving the
center open for teachers. There’s no one in the hall, so I walk right in the middle of it.
I know I’m close when I see the window that touches the floor and the ceiling
revealing the school’s only inner courtyard. I stop to see Mr. Hawk, the science teacher,
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help a boy with only gym trunks on into a plastic container filled halfway with water.
When his eyes meet mine, I look at the floor and keep walking.
Mrs. Kaplan is on the phone when I enter the office.
“Can I use the phone to call home?”
She doesn’t say anything to me. She points to an empty chair and keeps talking
about her husband’s hernia.
I sit and look at the pictures of other students pinned to a blackboard with red
trim. Part of the red trim is falling off on the right side. All the students in the pictures
are smiling. Even the headshot of the girl with braces is showing her teeth. She has curly
hair like Grace.
After I finish looking over the cheerleading group shot for the fourth time, I hear
Mrs. Kaplan put the phone back on the cradle. She pushes the phone toward me on the
counter.
“Dial 9 and no long distance,” she says.
I call my mom’s cell phone and listen to the ring.
“Yes.’’ She sounds distracted.
“Hi, Mom.” I lower my voice.
“Abby? I’m at work. Why are you calling me? Shouldn’t you be at school?”
“I’m at school. I needed to tell you—”
“Nothing that couldn’t wait. Anyway, it’s your father’s turn. If you have a
problem, you need to call him.”
“I needed to talk to you about Grace.”
“Grace? Is she in trouble?”
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“No.”
“Did she bite someone?”
She’s not going to care if I say me.
“I don’t know.”
“If she’s not in trouble, why are you calling me?”
Placing my free hand on my forehead, I think it’s warm. “I don’t feel good.”
“Abby, I’m not going to say this again. Get back to class.”
*
Outside my classroom window, the small children out in the yard let me know
that it’s around my sister’s lunchtime. Ms. Candice is the large, hunched over shape
sitting with her back to her students while they get to play outside unsupervised.
Eventually, she’ll get tired of her phone, and she will bring my sister’s class into the
cafeteria.
It only takes me a moment to find my sister playing with her friends. Grace is
currently pointing a finger at another girl. I can imagine that she’s telling the other girl
how she should be playing on the seesaw. She’s just about to push the girl when Sid
comes up from behind her. He hugs her with his forearm around her neck while pulling
her backward. She stumbles out of his grasp and hits the pavement. Within seconds, she
is up and pushes him. I see her mouth move, and I think I can hear her say, “Get away.”
Sid doesn’t listen. As she pushes, he grabs one of her ponytails and pulls. I know
where this is going. My behind aches as my sister’s straight arm smacks him in the face.
Some of the other kids begin to form a circle around the two. As he hits the pavement,
the other students, not already watching, stop playing. Sid wails. I can even hear the
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barest whisper of it in my silent classroom. There is only so much time before my sister
goes in for the kill. I’m wondering what part of Sid she’ll bite first, when for once Ms.
Candice does her job. She puts the cell phone down, gets up from the chair, and
miraculously gets to Sid before my sister can finish him. She knocks over one of the
other boys trying to get to them. I’ve never seen Ms. Candice move so fast.
*
My class is interrupted by the beep of the intercom just before we are supposed to
go to lunch. Mrs. Kaplan’s voice is crisp and to the point. “Send Abby Markus with her
bags to the office.” The intercom clicks off before anyone can respond. Paige tries to
catch my attention without the teacher noticing, but I stare at my backpack and then at the
hall pass the teacher gives me while I’m leaving.
The office is busy, and Sid is sniffling as he sits in a chair too big for his body.
There’s only one open chair left, the one with the crack in the seat cushion that’s next to
Sid.
“Sorry,” I hear Grace’s voice before I see her sitting on the other side of the room
in a chair identical to Sid’s. I look at Mrs. Kaplan’s forehead and walk up to the
receptionist desk. Before I can ask, Mrs. Kaplan’s hand points to the empty chair. “Sit.”
I sit.
Principal Orn comes outside his office after my stomach has growled for the third
time. He steps aside to allow a student with ripped jeans to walk past him. Two parents
follow the student. Neither looks at the other people in the office as they walk with their
daughter straight out into the hallway and then through the front doors of the building.
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Orn waits for them to leave before looking at Mrs. Kaplan. “I’ll take care of the
biter next. Do we have any paperwork on her?”
Mrs. Kaplan’s updo turns to her computer as the sound of her tapping fingers fills
the office. “She has no records on file either denying the right for corporal punishment or
allowing.”
“No response is acceptance. Please begin to fill out a form for me,” Principal Orn
says as he turns to look for my sister. Even with all of the seats full, he recognizes her
immediately. “I have seen you before, Grace. We are now going to have a talk in my
office.”
Grace doesn’t move. She says, “Nope.”
“You don’t have a choice at this moment.” The man walks up to my sister and
grabs her arm.
Grace screams. Her voice vibrates off the main office trophy case and framed
pictures, and Grace kicks out leaving dust marks from her shoe on the cuffs of Principal
Orn’s black pants. She only stops fighting to look at me and babble, “Abby. Abby.
Help. Help. Love you. Love you.”
I hear Paige talking about how she loves me. Why does she have to let Paige be
right? Why do I have to be wrong?
I look beyond Grace as my hands rub down my jumper to my empty pockets.
Over the screams, I hear the chair’s plastic cushion creak. Inside the principal’s office,
there is the light brown paddle with holes drilled through the wood and deep trenches in
the handle. Paige is going to tell people how one of the marks now belongs to my sister.
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“Abby, step outside,” the top of Mrs. Kaplan’s forehead says to me from the other
side of the receptionist counter.
“There is no one in the hall to monitor her.” Mr. Orn looks at me. “She can sit
there. I’ll close the door.”
My sister stops screaming for a moment as the two adults talk, and I can hear the
sniff from next to me. Sid’s eyes are clearly on Principal Orn’s hand grasping Grace’s
pale arm. My sister’s screams restart when the principal’s other hand closes over her
shoulder and pushes her into his office.
“Enough,” the principal says as he closes the door. I think of the book Paige has
been reading about the older sister who sacrifices herself for her sister. Outside, I can see
the parents that have just left. They are standing by a tan car and blue minivan. The
father’s pointing down at the daughter’s face while the mother cradles her cheeks in both
her hands. The girl points back at the father, and without warning, he slaps the girl across
the face. I feel the spot on my wrist that my sister bit, and I remain silent as I look at the
empty chair across from me. I’m grasping both armrests without realizing it.
Sid bites my wrist. I’m screaming before I know where the pain is coming from,
and I swing my free arm and make contact with Sid’s face. I don’t even know who I’m
hitting until his teeth let go. He begins to cry out louder than my sister did. I get out of
my seat and move away from him. Principal Orn is by me and inspecting my hand. His
fingers and palms that cup my arm and wrist are warm and soft. “Mrs. Kaplan, call the
nurse.”
My sister runs up to Sid. She hugs him and says, “I love you, Sid. I love you.”
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Mrs. Kaplan has Sid. For the first time, I see she has lipstick the color of the
blood seeping out of the bite mark on my arm. Her lips tighten as she carries Sid to the
chair my sister had sat in. Grace walks behind her, and she stays with Sid as Mrs. Kaplan
goes back around the receptionist desk and picks up the phone. “After the nurse, I’ll call
the girl’s father.”
Principal Orn goes to his office without my sister. The new set of marks made
deep in my skin still hurts. I sit back down while Grace stands next to Sid. She refuses
to let go of his hand.
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ELYSIAN SNOWBALLS
The car wreck had been a little less than a year ago. Mark’s wife and daughter
had died in it. Mark wasn’t in the car, but when he got in his, the backseat with the
frayed headrest and the pink crayon mark on the ceiling made his chest clench. He
couldn’t be in the car by himself, and after a week, he found that he couldn’t be alone in
any car. If he needed to go somewhere, his mother-in-law and father-in-law had to drive
him.
Today his wife’s parents are taking him to Brookhaven Snowballs. All three
stand in one of two lines. Mr. Joe, his father-in-law, stares at Mark’s wrinkled t-shirt and
then at two stains on either knee of his jeans before glaring at the six people in front of
them. The drive from Maison de Viande, Louisiana, to Moab, Mississippi, isn’t a short
one, but Mrs. Mary, Mark’s mother-in-law, never complains. She’ll unlock the car door
and start driving without even asking Mark where the next snowball stand he’s found is
at. Mr. Joe’s a different story. He’s why they are standing in the back of the line.
His father-in-law does this every time they show up at Mark’s house. It was the
same this morning.
“Are you ready, Mr. Joe? The place opens in thirty minutes,” Mark said.
“I thought it only takes fifteen minutes to get there? I need to pee,” Mr. Joe said
without looking at Mark.
“Joe,” Mrs. Mary said, “he wants to get in line early. Get in this car.”
Mr. Joe didn’t even turn to acknowledge that she had spoken.
“If we leave him, we can still make it,” Mark said.
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Mark’s gotten used to this behavior. Mrs. Mary and Mark stand in line when they
finally arrive. Mr. Joe stands in the space between the lines scanning them both to see
which one moves faster.
They’re in this line because Mark’s favorite snowball stand closed. Elysian
Snowballs shut down when the owners, a husband and wife, passed away. People hoped
the owner’s granddaughter would reopen the store, but she never did. Mark guessed she
never really wanted to. She just worked the snowball stand to humor her grandparents.
Elysian did make a great nectar snowball. Mark would get one every year when he and
Emily would drive into New Orleans for the stand’s annual Spring grand opening.
It’s Fall and the end of snowball season. In about a week or two, the stands in
Mississippi and Louisiana will begin to shut down for the beginning of winter. Some
already have. There’s only a little time left to find a nectar-flavored snowball. Mark’s
been searching for it all summer. The two lines leading up to the two windows at
Brookhaven Snowballs don’t move. Everyone’s sweating. Just because it’s the
beginning of October doesn’t mean a cool front has come through the area, and Mark’s
counting on that. A lot of the stands don’t have official closing dates. They just wait for
the temperature to drop, and then at the end of the month they close. This way they stay
open longer to get more sales. He needs it to stay warm for just a little longer.
Three kids sit on a picnic table’s wooden bench. One of the legs on the table is
bent at a sharp angle. The kids open their mouths as they shift their weight, making the
bench rock. Their spearmint-stained tongues sway with the table. Two teenagers ride up
on bikes. When they hit the grey rocks, they slow down and drop their bikes on the
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ground, and they bump Mr. Joe as they pass him to get to a friend of theirs. The friend’s
second in line.
“Hey,” Mr. Joe says, “you can’t just cut all of these people.”
“Joe,” Mrs. Mary says, “they want to be with their friend. Leave them alone.”
“No, we’ve been here for fifteen minutes,” he says before taking his glasses off to
wipe his forehead.
“If we would have gotten here sooner, we wouldn’t be in line right now,” Mark
says.
“If you didn’t drive so slow,” Mr. Joe points to Mary, “we wouldn’t have taken so
long to get here.”
“Joe,” Mrs. Mary says as she steps in front of him.
Mark takes out his cell phone. With a few quick swipes, he’s watching a video
play with the sound off.
One of the kids says, “Shut up.”
“What? Where’re your parents?” Mr. Joe asks.
“Joe,” Mrs. Mary blocks her husband from the kids, “do what the boy says.”
“Yeah,” the boy smiles, “do what I say.”
“They started it,” Mr. Joe says.
“How old are you?” Mrs. Mary asks him.
Mr. Joe doesn’t answer. He throws up his hands, folds his arms across his chest,
and refuses to talk. One of the teens picks up a rock from the ground and edges closer.
The customer in front of the kids leaves, and a girl asks who’s next. The three seem to be
at the window before the rock hits the ground. Mark wishes the kid would have thrown
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it. Mr. Joe gets back in line and faces away from the building. When the teenagers walk
by, they call to Mr. Joe trying to get him into another fight. He ignores them.
Fifteen minutes later, Mark, Mr. Joe, and Mrs. Mary are up at the lemon-colored
counter. Mark’s hand is only on the counter for a second. When he pulls it back, his skin
sticks to left over syrup.
The girl behind the counter says, “Size and then flavor.”
Mark orders a medium nectar. Mrs. Mary orders a small chocolate, and Mr. Joe
orders a soft serve ice cream in a small cone.
The nectar is the color of a peach mixed with milk. The minute the girl puts it on
the counter, Mark looks behind her at the row of glass bottles. Each glass is filled with a
different colored liquid. After one scan, he sees the little white label that reads, “Nectar.”
It’s the same cream-shaded peach as the ice in his Styrofoam cup.
As they walk back, he says, “It’s nectar cream. Why would they put condensed
milk in a syrup and call it regular nectar? They need to be charging fifty cents extra for
the added cream flavor.”
“They never used to charge anything for cream flavor,” Mr. Joe says.
“This place still doesn’t. I mean, at the very least, they need to refrigerate the
syrup. You can’t keep condensed milk out like that. I could get sick.”
“I’ll eat it if you don’t want it,” Mr. Joe says.
“It isn’t the right flavor?” Mrs. Mary asks.
“No,” Mark says, “I wish Elysian would just open up again. I don’t understand
why they closed in the first place.”
“Things end,” Mr. Joe says as he gets in the passenger seat of the car.
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*
Mrs. Mary stops at a gas station on Highway 98. Mr. Joe needs to go to the
bathroom, and with his diabetes, he wants to check his sugar level after the ice cream.
Mark goes in with him to get a bag of chips and check the drinks for a nectar one.
Mary’s alone in the car with Mark’s phone still plugged into the car’s aux port.
Mary picks up the phone. She has no idea how to use it, but after pressing the
buttons on the side of the phone and tapping the screen to make sure it’s touch sensitive,
she finds a small picture of a camera.
There’s a list of videos and pictures each marked with a little camera lens or
camcorder symbol. She hits the first picture that has her daughter’s face at an odd angle.
The sound of wind hitting a microphone comes from every stereo in the car.
Mary looks up. Mark’s at the drink station opening each refrigerator door to see if any
bottles are hiding behind the door frames.
“Mara, Mara, Mara,” Mary’s daughter’s voice says.
She’s standing outside a snowball stand that’s pink and has a covered porch.
Ruth’s not there. Emily’s hair is pulled back in a ponytail, and she’s wearing something
that looks like a sports bra. Emily would always wear those, and Mary hated them. Mary
always told Joe that she was afraid that people would think that she allowed her daughter
to run around in her underwear.
“Don’t call me that,” Mark says off camera. Mary knew it bothered him that Ruth
still wouldn’t call him daddy or say his name correctly. The two fought constantly about
their daughter. Mary remembered her daughter in the backyard by a lone bush as she
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cried because Ruth was crying for her and Mark wanted to take care of his child. He
said, “I have this. She’s my child, too, and you’re just making it worse.”
“Why? It’s what she calls you.” The camera tilts, focusing on the side of the
building behind Emily.
“I don’t like it. It’s not even my name, and it sounds more like momma.”
“Don’t be silly. She’s just a little girl. She’ll learn to say Mark, Daddy, and a
whole bunch of stuff you won’t want her to say; just be patient.”
“She can say your name,” Mark says as he focuses the camera back on Emily.
“And God knows I don’t want her to. I’m Momma. That’s what she needs to be
saying.”
“And I want to be Daddy.”
“I don’t blame her,” Emily says. “I still can’t see you as a daddy. It seems creepy
to think of you that way.”
“Anyway,” the camera zooms in on Emily’s face. “What flavor are you getting to
celebrate our anniversary?”
“I was thinking of getting the same flavor I ate when you asked me to marry you.”
“Good choice. What was it?”
Emily’s head tilts out of frame. “You don’t know?”
“Why would I know?”
“Mark,” the camera slides focusing on her waist as she grabs the arm holding it,
“how could you not remember that?”
“Because I didn’t care what you were eating. I was worried if you were going to
say no. Do you remember what flavor I was eating?”
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“Bubble gum.”
The screen shows the ground. “I don’t even know if that’s true or not.”
“Oh, it is. I remember.”
“Okay, I’ll turn this off and we can—”
“No,” she says while moving the camera back to her face. She’s distorted, and
the camera zooms in and out to refocus. “We need to keep this for posterity.”
The camera cuts off. When Mary looks up, Mark’s by the gas pump a row over.
Mrs. Mary pulls the jack out of the aux port and slides the phone in the space between the
driver’s seat and the arm rest.
*
Mark has to keep his mind off the drive. The trees and the cars seem too close to
Mrs. Mary. So, he plays a game he’d made up with Ruth. They would try to find words
for the objects outside the car in alphabetical order. “Asphalt,” he’d say. “Bird,” she
used to say, and the game would go on. When he got to K, he had to stop. There were no
kites or kale farms around. It didn’t take him long to begin thinking about Ruth. When
she was two, she hadn’t had a full night’s sleep because she had an inner ear infection.
On the first night, Mark put her between Emily and him, and everyone slept for the next
three hours. After that, she slept between them. This exception became a rule. Fearing
they would roll over and crush her, they started trying to stop her from sleeping with
them by letting her cry herself to sleep in her room.
Ruth’s screams rattled the pictures in the empty hallway. Mark stood at the door
while Emily sat in a tan chair in the middle of the hallway. She had moved it there from
the living room. Mrs. Mary was by her.
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“You have to let her cry it out,” Mrs. Mary said.
“I know, Mom.”
“You can’t give too much,” Mr. Joe said.
“We did this for you, too. You cried like this for about a week, but you settled
down after that,” Mrs. Mary said.
“It’s hard being a parent,” Mr. Joe said behind Mark.
“Can you please just shut up?” Mark asked.
“Can you please just let me in there?” Emily asked.
“I remember doing this with you,” Mr. Joe said. “If you go in there once, you’ll
be going in there for another month.”
“You can’t do that to yourself. You need to sleep,” Mrs. Mary said.
Ruth’s voice went through the wall. “Mommy, mommy, please.”
Emily was by Mark. Mark didn’t move. “I don’t want to go through this again,”
he said.
“Pawpaw, please.”
Mr. Joe left, and they heard the door to the guest room close.
“A good Pawpaw you are,” Mrs. Mary said. “You never helped with Emily
either. If it didn’t require a spanking, you just ran off the minute she began to cry.”
“Mawmaw, Mawmaw.”
The guest room’s door opened. “I’ll sleep with her,” Mr. Joe said.
“I can’t do this again,” Mark said.
“Daddy.”
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Mark was on the floorboards. Mr. Joe put his weight on his shoulder as he
squatted down. “Being a father’s tough. You have to do the jobs no one else wants, but
you’re doing fine. Don’t let it get to you.”
Mark was about to thank his father-in-law when Mr. Joe asked, “When the five
minutes are up, can I go get her?”
*
There’s a closed door at the end of the hallway. The door has a tiny silver nail in
it that glitters. The hall’s full of these nails. They’re in the middle of lime boxes that are
there because Mark was too lazy to take the pictures down when he was painting the hall
for Emily. They should have never put the pictures up before painting, but when they
first moved in, Emily thought it would make the place seem more like home. It took
them an entire year to decide on the waffle-colored paint. There are too many of these
things in the house, tiny nails and closed doors. They’re why Mark moved out into the
detached garage. The only reason Mark’s in the hall is that he’s waiting for Mr. Joe to
get out of the guest bathroom.
“He’s still in there?” Mrs. Mary asks.
“Yeah,” Mark says, “I think he’s just getting started.”
“Probably, you never can tell with him.” She holds up a plastic Tupperware with
a lasagna stain covering the bottom. “You’re going to want to soak this.”
“You don’t have to do that,” Mark says.
“I want to. I hate it when my Tupperware stains. You can never get it out after
that. I’m telling you if you put this in the dishwasher without trying to do something,
you’ll never get this mark out.”
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“I used to do the dishes all the time before your daughter. I can do them now.”
Mark says.
“Before we leave, I was going to run a load of laundry for you, too,” Mrs. Mary
says. She points to a pile of clothes pushed against the wall. “Are those dirty?”
“Not that dirty,” Mark says.
The washer and dryer are to the right of the closed door at the end of the hall. At
the bottom of the bathroom door, there’s a crumpled up tag from a t-shirt sticking out. It
belongs to a shirt he used to wear all the time. He’s been looking for that shirt for about a
week. There’s a second floor of dirty clothes in the guest bathroom. He needs to sort
them into different colors so they won’t fade when he does the laundry. Mrs. Mary tends
to just throw everything in. It makes the colors fade and stain.
There’s no sound coming from the guest bathroom, and Mark realizes this is
going to take a while. There’s a restroom connected to the master bedroom. He used to
consider it his bathroom, but he no longer uses that one. It’s behind a closed door.
Mark pulls the phone out of his pocket and begins to watch a video as he leaves to
go out to the garage. Maybe, if he’s careful, he can pee out behind it without his
neighbors knowing.
When the back door slams, Mary knocks on the off white door. “Did you ask
him?”
“I’m going to the bathroom,” Joe says.
“Did you ask him about coming to live with us?”
“I’ll be done in a minute.”
“Have you seen how dirty this place is?” Mary asks as she picks up a yellow shirt.
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“Do we really need to do this right now?”
“You need to ask him.”
“I don’t want him there.”
“Why not?”
“Mary, he killed our daughter. There was no reason for her to be out on that road
at night. She was leaving him. She was running away. It’s why she had Ruth with her.”
“You don’t know that,” Mary says.
“I don’t. Have you been in their room? Have you seen any of her clothes? I bet
she had them with her in that car.”
“He threw her clothes away. He doesn’t go in there anymore even to go to the
bathroom.”
“You’re right. He hasn’t been in there since she died. But, did you ever see him
throw away her clothes?”
Mary folds the shirt. It’s stupid to do that. The shirt needs to be cleaned no
matter what Mark thinks. She picks up a red one and begins to fold that one, too.
“Did you?” Joe asks.
“Okay,” Mary says as she drops the shirt. “She was leaving him. I know that.
It’s the only reason to explain her being on the road that late, and if she was upset, it
would explain why she veered off her side of the road into the oncoming truck.”
There’s a flush. When the noise of water being sucked out of the bathroom stops,
Joe says, “Now can you see why I don’t want him in our house. Do you really want him
sleeping in her room?”
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Mary puts her hand on the wall next to a tiny nail where a picture of her daughter
on her wedding day used to hang. “I don’t want to know what happened here. I only
know he’s my daughter’s husband. He’s all that’s left.”
There’s a second flush, and Joe steps out of the bathroom. “If you want to do it,
you ask him.”
*
Mrs. Mary’s driving on I-59 to Poplarville. There’s supposed to be a snowball
stand in a strip mall that’s good. Mark doubts it. Outside between the patches of dying
grass are groups of weeds that have black cherry stalks. They cover entire sections of the
side of the road and the neutral ground. It’s good to get out of his in-laws’ house. He has
been moving in for the last two days, and he’s ready for a break. Mrs. Mary wants him to
sleep in Emily’s old room. Her bed’s still there from when she moved out to go to
college. Mark doesn’t like the idea that he’s going to have to sleep on the floor. Mr. Joe
won’t even talk to Mark when he’s in her room, which is the only reason Mark has his
stuff in there now.
“I just think this is a bad idea,” Mark says.
“I agree. You’re never going to find this flavor. You just need to be happy with
what you’ve got,” Mr. Joe says from the passenger seat.
“Moving in will be a good thing for you. There are more places to find a job here,
and if you needed to, we’re not that far from New Orleans so we can drive you,” Mrs.
Mary says.
“I have a job,” Mark says. It was a recent switch. Mark had worked for a local
school as a tech guy, fixing student computers and making sure the internet filter worked.
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On his first day back after the accident, a student walked in with a laptop with a broken
screen. He walked out without saying anything to the kid or the principal. He just
phoned the school district office and quit.
“Living off the insurance money isn’t a job,” Mr. Joe says.
“Joe,” Mrs. Mary says.
“I work writing tweets for this advertising company out of Jackson,” Mark says.
“How can you do that from Maison?” Mr. Joe asks.
“It’s online, Joe,” Mary says.
“I know it’s online, but how is he going to get to Jackson from Maison? He
doesn’t drive.”
“I don’t need to. I just need to check in with an email every week.”
“How much do you make?” Mrs. Mary asks.
“Minimum wage, but I can make more if I start going into the office,” Mark says.
The strip mall is outside of Poplarville. It’s between two vacant lots. The field
they drive by has a for sale sign that is bent so it almost touches the ground. Mark can’t
even tell what the phone number is on the sign. The strip mall has brick columns and
looks fairly new, but the only two stores are the snowball stand and a sandwich shop at
the other end of the building.
There’s plenty of parking, and Mrs. Mary pulls the car up to the door. She parks
in the handicap spot, and Mr. Joe hangs the handicap decal in the rearview mirror.
Mark looks into the store. It has a few tables and chairs by the glass of the front
window. Only one of the tables has a vase with a couple of flowers in it. At the back
there’s a counter with the syrups on the wall and a food processor in a corner. Mrs. Mary
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goes in, leaving Mr. Joe and Mark alone outside. Mark puts his hands to either side of
his face as he looks in. There’s only the food processor.
“Hey, it might help if you found someone to drive you to work. Maybe a girl.”
“We can go,” Mark walks back to the car.
“I mean,” Mr. Joe says, “it might be good for you to have someone else to talk
to.”
Mark stops. “They cut their ice with a food processor.”
“What does it matter what they cut their ice with?” Mr. Joe asks.
Mark opens his mouth, but he can’t say anything. Mrs. Mary walks out the glass
door. “They have nectar.”
“See.” Mr. Joe pats Mark on the shoulder. “They have what you want. Go in
there and get it.”
“I can get it,” Mrs. Mary says.
“This isn’t a snowball stand,” Mark says.
“How is it not a snowball stand?” Mr. Joe asks.
“They cut their ice with a food processor.”
“They have to cut the ice with something,” Mr. Joe says.
“I’ll go in and order,” Mrs. Mary leaves.
There’s a girl at the front desk. She’s watching them. Mark wants her to look.
He needs her to know this. “Snowball ice is supposed to be snow. It’s light and fragile.
This way it melts on the tongue, allowing the flavor to cover every inch of your mouth as
you drink. How is that going to happen with chunks of ice from a food processor?”
“I’m going inside, and I’m getting an ice cream,” Mr. Joe says.
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Mark takes out his phone as he leans against the car. As the glass door closes,
Mark says, “I doubt they have that here.”
*
“I put the paper out on the table for you. There are some jobs I think you might
be good at,” Mrs. Mary says.
Mark isn’t even out of the garage yet. He returns the phone to his pocket before
saying, “I’ll look at it later.”
He stays in the garage at their house, too, and he has been doing it for the last few
days. Mr. Joe was able to find a futon for him to sleep on. At first, it was hot, but it has
been getting cooler. Last night he didn’t even need to turn on the outdoor fan Mr. Joe
uses for parties.
“Did you get the vanilla extract?” Mark asks.
Mrs. Mary points to the kitchen counter. Everything is out for Mark. He goes
through and places the sugar, vanilla, and almond extract in the order he will need them.
“Do you have the club soda?” he asks.
“It isn’t out?” Mrs. Mary asks. “No, wait. I put that in the refrigerator so it would
be cold.”
Mark goes to the cupboard right next to the door to the garage. “Do you have any
food coloring?”
“No, I ran out, and I thought you wouldn’t need it anyway.”
Mark moves away from the cupboard and places both hands on the counter
without saying anything.
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Mrs. Mary’s about to ask what’s wrong when he says, “We won’t get the coloring
right. It might be completely wrong.”
“Color doesn’t affect taste,” Mrs. Mary says. “I’m sure it’ll be fine.”
Mark puts a pot on the stove. It’s electric, and he hates it. Gas would be better.
It’s what he has at home. He pours in a cup and a half of water and follows it with three
cups of sugar. The sugar covers all the water, and he has to stir hard before the sugar
dissolves. He stirs as the saturated liquid begins to quiver, simmer, and then boil. He
removes the pot from the heat and stirs one more time to make sure all the sugar crystals
have disappeared. Next, he adds two tablespoons each of the vanilla and almond extract.
“I always thought you needed to add cherry flavoring,” Mrs. Mary says.
“This is what the recipe called for,” Mark says.
“I remember tasting cherry when I drank it as a kid.”
“There’s no cherry.”
“Maybe, some maraschino juice will work.”
Mark stirs the syrup once and lets it sit until it’s room temperature.
“Here. Let me use this,” Mrs. Mary says with a gun that looks like a miniature
scanner from a grocery store. She points it at the mixture and a dot appears on the
surface. The back of the gun reads one hundred and forty degrees. “What’s room
temperature? Seventy degrees?”
They both stare at the pot, zapping it with the dot every few minutes.
“How’s the job going?” Mrs. Mary asks.
“I got fired.”
“Why?”
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“They wanted me to come into the office more.”
Mrs. Mary shoots the syrup a few more times before asking, “Have you looked
for anything around here?”
“No.”
“The school’s in walking distance. So, you could sub,” Mrs. Mary says.
“Anything but that. I can’t take kids.”
“Yeah, kids are hard, but, Mark, I’ve seen your bills. If you want to keep your
house, you need to do something. There’s that coffee shop. You could walk there.”
Mark takes the pot and pours a little of the syrup in a cup. The liquid is the color
of cream soda instead of nectar’s usual dragon fruit color. “I’m all right.”
“There’s also that lawn place. They are always looking for help this time of
year.”
“I don’t need a job,” he says while filling the rest of the cup with club soda.
“They do need help. A lot of leaves fall, and someone has to pick them up. Just
think how long Joe’s been out there picking up leaves by himself. He could use some
help.”
“I asked him. He said he doesn’t need any help.”
“Of course, he needs help. The man always needs help.”
Mark takes a sip. The drink’s warm and tastes just like club soda.
“I’ll go ask him for you,” Mrs. Mary says before she begins to walk to the back
door. “He can try your nectar soda.”
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“No.” The drink splashes over Mark’s hand as he slams it on the counter. “He
doesn’t need any help. I don’t need any help, and he doesn’t want any of my drink. I
don’t even want it.”
“I can try to go get some food coloring if you think that will help.”
“No.” Mark throws the glass in the sink where it cracks. “You know I didn’t ask
for this. I didn’t want this to happen. Your daughter did this to me.”
Mrs. Mary squeezes the gun in her hand. “Nice. I guess it must be easy for you
to blame someone who is not here—who left you to begin with.”
Mark slams the door by the cupboard closed as he goes back into the garage.
*
Mr. Joe drives Mark to Magee, Mississippi. The only reason he’s driving Mark is
that Mary could use a break from the boy, and she bullied him into doing it. With Mrs.
Mary not in the car, Mark sits next to his father-in-law. The snowball stand he’s heard
about is one of the last ones open for the season. Going up Highway 49, they don’t talk.
As they make a turn and the speed limit drops, Mr. Joe says, “Your syrup might
work, you know. I looked on the internet last night, and if you added more syrup to your
club soda, you might get the taste you are looking for.”
“I already tried it,” Mark says. “It didn’t work.”
“Did you add an inch of syrup to the bottom of the cup?”
Mark raises his voice, “I already tried.”
“You don’t think it really is the food coloring, do you?”
“I already tried it.”
Mr. Joe’s silent for a moment. “We drive you around. We’ve taken care of you.”
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“Do we really have to do this?”
“Do you think you’re the only one to have lost someone?”
“I lost—”
“Don’t even start. I lost a daughter and a granddaughter, and I lost a son-in-law
that I could at least respect,” Mr. Joe says.
“I didn’t ask for this to happen,” Mark says.
“Neither did I,” Mr. Joe says.
Mark points out the window. “There it is.”
Magee has a frontage road that runs parallel to the highway. On the right side is a
lime stand with bubblegum trim. It’s next to an ice stand with a picture of a penguin
walking with its chick.
They don’t talk as Mr. Joe pulls into the gravel parking lot. There’s no line, and it
almost looks like the stand’s empty. Then, a woman texting on a cell phone looks out at
them.
“You’re lucky. It’s so cold today I was going to close early,” she says without
looking up from her phone.
“Do you have soft serve ice cream?” Mr. Joe asks.
“No,” she says, “we just have the snowballs. We close for good today. We’re
just trying to get rid of our inventory.”
“Do you have nectar?” Mark asks.
The woman puts her cell phone down. “We’ve got plenty of that. It’s one of our
worst sellers. I can give you an extra large for the price of a small if you want it.”
When she gives it to Mark, he holds it in both hands.
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“Everything okay?” the woman asks.
“Yeah,” Mark says, “it’s the right color.”
“Okay,” she says. “If you don’t need anything else, I’m going to close up shop.”
She doesn’t wait for them to say anything. She pulls the blinds down, and an
open sign in the window flickers off.
Mr. Joe asks, “How does it taste?”
Mark takes a bite out of the top. “It can’t be their worst seller. It’s the closest I
think I’ve tasted all summer.”
“Different people like different things. Make sure you don’t spill it in the car.”
*
Mark eats the entire snowball before they get to Hattiesburg. Mr. Joe pulls over
for a restroom break, and he’s back in the car before Mark. Plugged into the aux port is
Mark’s phone.
Putting on his wife’s glasses he finds in the armrest, he scrolls to the video
section. After a little bit of searching, he finds a list of videos and how many times those
videos have been played. There’s only one that’s been viewed 198 times. He pulls the
cord out of the aux port before he clicks on the icon.
Ruth’s standing in front of the pink building of Elysian Snowballs. From her
haircut, Joe can tell that this must have been the summer of the crash. A nectar snowball
is in her hands. Ruth’s looking down at her snowball as she holds it to her chest.
“How do you like your snowball?” Mark asks.
“Is Mommy coming?” she asks.
“She’s at work. This is just you and me. So how do you like your snowball?”
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Ruth looks at the camera and then back down at her snowball. There are PeptoBismol semi-circles around the corners of her mouth. “It’s the greatest thing I ever
tasted,” she says. She starts jumping, and part of the sunken conical top flies toward the
camera.
The picture focuses on Ruth’s arm, which has Mark’s fingers tightly around it.
“You’ll calm down and be careful, or I’ll take that snowball away from you.”
Ruth says, “No, I’m a good girl. It was an accident.”
“Then act like one,” Mark says. The video ends.
Joe closes the application and plugs the phone back in place. The imprint of
Mark’s fingers around Ruth’s wrist is the color of some of the nectar snowballs he has
seen Mark get. Mark was always too hard on himself for disciplining Ruth, and Joe
could understand because he was forced to play the role of disciplinarian when Emily
was young. Sometimes, children don’t know what they can do to the inside of their
parents. Mr. Joe sits in the car and waits for Mark. His son-in-law should be back at any
minute.
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MOTHER’S MORNING OUT
I was nineteen when my mother told me, “I might not have been a good mother,
but you weren’t a good daughter.” During the trial, we barely spoke to each other, but
she interrupted her conversation with her court appointed attorney to let me know about
this little piece of introspection. She had assaulted a neighbor, I think. I can’t remember
why. I was worried about finding a job to help pay college fees that my scholarship
didn’t cover. The case was thrown out. She had been so afraid she would serve jail time,
but she didn’t. She left town soon after. It was the last time I saw her. Those were the
last words she said to me. I never wanted to find out what happened to her. I didn’t look
for her. There was no reason. I barely knew her. She was just the woman I was
supposed to call Mom. My husband doesn’t understand when I try to explain why I
never tried. He would spend almost every night at the hospital with his mother before
she died. It was Alzheimer’s. The doctors said when she died it was because she forgot
to breathe. He would go see her even when she forgot who he was and hit him for getting
“fresh” whenever he hugged her. Maybe my mother was right about me.
*
There’s another mother walking toward the same door on the side of the
Methodist church, but she’ll get there first. She quickened her pace the moment she saw
me. I want to slap her across her ultraviolet, wrinkled face. She sneers at me, too. I can
tell.
The yellow incident report is visible from the plastic bag that contains Kaleb’s
school supplies. I try to swing the bag behind my leg. I shouldn’t bother. She knows
what it says. The report isn’t only for when your child gets in trouble. It’s also to let you
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know that something has happened to your child. I’m sure she has one, too. She
would’ve wanted an explanation for the dark semi-circle under her daughter’s right eye.
She’s carrying her daughter like I’m holding my son. Nikki, the daughter, smiles
and tries to wave at my son until her mother begins pounding up the concrete steps. Her
mother has a limp. It’s why she isn’t as far ahead of me as she would like. The right leg
extends as it reaches toward the ground until it looks too straight. Every time I see her
walk I think her kneecap is about to pop out of the front of her leg. Nikki grasps her
mother’s neck and right shoulder as her feet bang against a metal rail. Flakes of black
paint flutter in the air every time Nikki’s feet make contact with the bar. Oddly shaped
circles run down the entire thing due to parents not bothering to realize where their
children’s feet are.
I shift Kaleb higher on my hip as I begin to walk up the stairs. I make sure his
feet don’t touch the railing. In front of me, Nikki’s mom puts her daughter down so she
can open the door. Nikki runs toward us, and Kaleb wiggles in my grip. He slips, and
his feet hit the railing with a thud. I stop and readjust. If he’s on my other hip, he won’t
hit the railing. I even heave him up to sit higher on my torso. Nikki’s mom picks up her
child and walks through the open door.
Someone’s holding the door open for her. I don’t recognize her. She’s possibly a
mom, maybe Stanley’s mother. Both women turn and don’t stop to hold the door open
for me. Nikki’s mom’s jerking pace seems to speed up as she walks into the hall.
When I reach the door, there’s a click before I can pull the handle down. Kaleb
slides down my waist with his hip bone scraping my ribs. The door moves until the bolt
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jars against the frame. Kaleb slips further down my waist, and I have to readjust him
again. There’s a speaker with a broken tan bar. I push the button at the top of the box.
There’s a hiss of static that my son imitates by sending air through his teeth. His
mouth isn’t closed, and little pieces of saliva fall on my blouse before a woman asks,
“Can I help you?”
I look at the camera at the top of the door. “I’m here for daycare.”
There’s a pause, and then she asks, “You mean the Mother’s Morning Out
program?”
There are a million ways to get help watching your child during the day. There
are the nanny or relative options, which are of course too expensive or not available to
me. There are the traditional daycares that will watch your child all day as long as you’re
rich, and there are the Mother’s Morning Out programs that are designed to watch your
child only for a small part of the day. The original idea of the MMO was to allow the
mother to go grocery shopping or to clean the home before the family got back from
school and work. This doesn’t apply to me. My husband actually does all the cooking
and cleaning. In fact, he’s got a problem with it. If I try to wash a load of dishes, he does
it over because I didn’t do it right. Sometimes, I spit on the clean dishes and leave them
in the cupboard.
“Is there anything else going on this morning?” I ask.
Of course, with both my husband and I working, we needed a different option.
The Mother’s Morning Out program that Kaleb is in has worked out an arrangement with
their families where they keep the child longer for only a slight tuition increase. Even
with the increase, the Methodist church is cheaper than any place else.
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“Push the door,” the woman says before there’s a clicking sound in the door
frame.
The church’s main building has two wings forming a cross so you can see inside
the church. There’s a large nave running down the center, and you can even see into the
opposite wing of classrooms and offices. “There’s nowhere to hide from the eyes of
God,” Mrs. Moriah, the head of religious education for the church, said when we toured
the place. Other parents are in the hallway ushering their children into different rooms or
consoling them as they cry. “Mama, please don’t leave. Mama.” Kaleb has never been
bad about that. He misses me, but he never makes a big deal. For him, there’s always
other things to do. One child hits his mother as she tries to leave. His small fist in a tight
little ball pounds on her thigh. At least, it’s not me. My son picks that moment to grab
my nose and twist. I can feel the cartilage rub against skin.
I stop, drop his bag, and move his hand away from my face. My mother would
have slapped me for that, but I say, “No, baby, that hurts mommy.”
He laughs and reaches for my nose again, “Got nose.”
I grab his wrist and squeeze, feeling his skin bulge around my fingers. I stop. I
might be grabbing his arm too hard. “I said, ‘no.’”
He frowns and looks down. I remind myself to calm down, and I remember the
greatest thing I’ll ever be is a wife and a mother. But I can’t have him doing this in class.
It’s the reason I get the ugly face from Nikki’s mom every morning. I still don’t see what
her problem is. It’s not like he intentionally leaves a mark on her daughter. He just gets
excited.
“Sorry,” he says while holding his wrist.
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He’s trying to get out of trouble by manipulating me, and I know it. “It’s okay,” I
kiss him on the forehead and pick up his plastic bag.
A corner of the yellow incident report has ripped off. It must’ve been sticking out
of the bag. I try to shove the paper back down, but it only crumples more. The boy that
was assaulting his mother is standing quietly behind her leg as he squeezes the bottom of
her dress and looks at me. Even the kids know what the yellow paper means. I am in
trouble. The plastic bags are clear for just this reason. This is the fourth one this week.
Today’s Friday, so hopefully Kaleb can only get one more. I don’t know what this really
means. Should it matter that my son has five or twenty of these pieces of paper? I fear
that at some number my child will be asked to leave, and I’ll have to find someplace else
for him to terrorize. I can’t do that. This is the only place this cheap, and even if we
wanted to move him, I couldn’t. The only daycares worth sending your child to have
waiting lists a year long.
As Nikki’s mom hands her daughter over the Dutch door, she turns her head and
says something I can’t make out. Mrs. Sylvia, the head of the infants and toddlers at the
church, immediately steps out of her office. She looks toward me and says, “Can I see
you?”
Kaleb’s teachers aren’t by the Dutch door. I’ve no choice but to take him with
me.
“Sure,” I say while picking up Kaleb.
Maybe, she won’t talk to me about big issues in front of my child. Nikki’s mom
walks by, and she smiles at me. Her smile grows as she walks past.
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I don’t feel comfortable in the small chair in front of a desk that takes up most of
the space in the room. I’ve never been in here. I’ve always talked to Mrs. Moriah. Mrs.
Sylvia tends to be in a classroom helping with the children. I don’t even think I signed
Kaleb up for the program in this room. I would’ve remembered. Several photos on the
floor to ceiling bookshelves reveal that Mrs. Sylvia and her husband must really like their
dog, or they don’t have any children.
“I’m sorry this place is a mess,” she says as she goes through the stacks and pulls
out a yellow sheet of paper.
“Oh,” I grab the yellow sheet from Kaleb’s bag. I run my hand over it to
straighten it out. “I got the report yesterday. My husband and I signed it last night.”
She takes the yellow sheet and doesn’t look over it. “No,” she says, “this is a
different one. I had a mother call me up in tears last night about some bruises she found
on her son.”
I look at the new sheet. There’s a list on the usually blank side describing the
injuries and the places on the body. There are five items on the list, and I don’t look at
them all. “Did a teacher see this?”
“No,” Mrs. Sylvia says, “But the locations and types of bruises are similar to the
ones he’s gotten in the past from your son.”
“But if no one saw, how can you know he did this?”
“There’s no one else in the class that could do this,” she leans over her desk and
points to the second item on the list.
She’s probably right, but I say, “So, it’s automatically my son.”
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“Erika, the mother I spoke to on the phone has been very patient with this
behavior. She has two sons, and she knows how boys roughhouse. But, I can’t let this
continue, and I think she has reached the end of her patience.”
“So, you’re going to kick my son out of the program.”
Mrs. Sylvia sits up in her chair and looks at Kaleb and then me. “I didn’t say that.
I’d just like to go over some other options with you before something happens.”
What does she mean when she says, “before something happens?” I look down at
my son. He’s found a paperweight made of clay that some student fashioned into a heart.
He’s rubbing his hands over its rough surface. When I look back up at Mrs. Sylvia, I say,
“I’ve wanted him moved up into an older class for some time. We can do that.”
“We’ve talked about that, too. Kaleb’s smart. We know that’s why he’s acting
out. He’s bored, but if we move him up, I’m worried he’ll get bullied. We’re talking
about moving him from a daycare situation and putting him in a preschool class.”
There’s a bump followed by another one, and I’ve got to take the paperweight
away from him because he’s banging it on Mrs. Sylvia’s desk. I wipe the little bits of
clay dust off the corner of the table as she says, “I don’t think we are ready for that.”
After I place the paperweight back on her desk out of Kaleb’s reach, I ask, “So,
what do I do?”
She glances at the paperweight before saying, “Well, I can give you some
websites that discuss discipline at home. We can look over some acceptable options, and
we can talk about what we can do and what we can’t and see what we can implement
next week. But, we just need to see a change in behavior.”
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Or, he’s gone is what she wants to say. She just can’t say it for some legal reason,
or she’s just trying to freak me out so I’ll do something about my son. Kaleb picks up a
pen, and he makes a mark on the side of her desk before I can stop him. Thankfully,
there are already other marks on the side of the table from other kids, so there’s no way
of telling if Kaleb did it or not. I’m freaked out for sure. There’s no other options for
me. No other Mother’s Morning Out programs are available. There are no daycares with
openings. I can’t quit work. My husband just quit his teaching job and got accepted into
law school at the beginning of this school year. We need to make this work.
“Can you email me the websites?” I ask.
Mrs. Sylvia gets up and says, “Of course.” In Kaleb’s class, one of his teachers is
changing a diaper while the other is shoving artwork into children’s cubby holes. Kaleb
runs into the class and sits down and begins playing with the other kids. There are some
cars on the floor that are out of the sitting children’s reach, so Kaleb pushes one to
everyone at the circle. He then takes one and begins moving his so the others can follow.
I wait until I’m sure Mrs. Sylvia has seen him, and then I walk off without saying
anything.
*
I drive to work with the phone up to my ear. I’m just able to make it through a
light before it changes from yellow to red when my husband says, “Take him out of
there.”
“We can’t do that,” I say while I slow down because I’m about to be in a school
zone.
“We’ll find the money from somewhere,” he says.
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I don’t make the next light. This stoplight’s only a few blocks away from school.
There’s an old man with a hose watering his lawn, and I wonder where he finds the
energy to get up this early in the morning to do that.
“That’s not the point. They don’t even know if he really did it. They just think
someone got hurt, so it must be Kaleb.”
My husband says something on the phone, but I can’t hear him because there’s a
rush of wind on the receiver. He must be walking to class. “What did you say? I can’t
hear you over the wind.”
“Then take him out of there,” my husband’s voice is louder now. He’s irritated,
and he’s taking it out on me.
There’s a bus at a stop sign, and despite having the right of way, I stop in the
street to let him pass. That’s right I’m a nice person. The bus driver even waves as he
crosses the street. “How will that work? Are you going to stop going to school to watch
him?” One of the kids in the back of the bus flicks me off. I’m tempted to return the
gesture, but I might teach him one day.
“We’ll find another place to send him. I’m sure there are other daycares.”
“Really, and where are they? Because, unless you’ve looked, I don’t know of any
that will watch him for the price we pay.”
“I’m about to walk into a class. We can look at the budget when I get home.” He
has student parking. There’s no way he’s to his class yet.
I pull into the parking lot of the school I teach at. There used to be a row of
Bradford pear trees until someone cut the trees down leaving a row of stumps that go up
to my waist. When I asked about it, the principal said it was for security reasons.
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“We don’t need to look at the budget. The closest in price was double what we
pay now. We can’t afford it.”
“Erika, I’ll quit and either stay home with him or get my job back.”
He’s not listening to me. “Go to class. We’ll talk when I get home.”
I hang up before he can say anything, and I turn the cell phone off. This way he
can’t call me back. I even have a good excuse because teachers aren’t supposed to have
cell phones on school property due to privacy issues or something like that. As I step
onto the sidewalk, a student walks up to me. I think he’s the president for the
environmental club. They need a new moderator, and I’m going to have to explain to
him that I’m not the one for the job.
*
I’m late. The entire science department is supposed to be present for this meeting.
I take the steps two at a time up to the second floor where Mrs. Stein’s room is. She’s the
department head, so all meetings are in her room. There’s a flyer on the ground for the
chess club. I would normally pick it up, but there’s not time.
When I get up the stairs, there’s a boy I don’t recognize standing in front of the
girl’s restroom.
“Get to class,” I say without stopping. He walks into the boy’s bathroom to get
away from me.
I stop, turn around, slam the restroom door open with my palm, and walk in.
He’s by a sink that doesn’t have a soap or paper towel container by it. He steps
back while his eyes seem to increase in size. He says, “You can’t come in here. It’s the
boy’s restroom.”
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I step toward him closing the distance between us. I raise my voice, letting it
echo off the beige tile wall and urine stained stalls, “I just did. Now, get to class.”
He scurries out, and at least, I feel better about being late. Maybe no one will
notice. There should be about ten people in the room, and they’re probably well into the
agenda.
“You’re late,” Mr. Ran, the only Asian faculty member, says from a student’s
desk in a row of empty chairs.
Mrs. Stein looks up from her teacher desk in the front of the room. By the Petri
dishes she has stacked on the right side of her desk, she’s getting ready for her next class.
“We’ll call it quits if no one else shows up in the next five minutes or so.”
I step over an open Petri dish on the floor as I make my way to sit next to Mr.
Ran.
He doesn’t look up from some tests he’s grading as he says, “You look tired.”
“Long day,” I say. “My kid’s in trouble at school, and I just chased a boy out of
the bathroom.”
Mr. Ran writes a grade and picks up another test. “What’s he doing?”
“I don’t know. I caught him in the hall in front of the girls’ restroom, and he went
in the boy’s bathroom to get away from me.” I take a moment to start looking through
the papers I brought. It’s the wrong set of papers. In my hurry to get here, I picked up
the wrong stack of lab reports to grade.
“No,” he puts down his pen and shakes his hand. “I mean what’s your son doing.
I know the dragon lady of the science department keeps order in her halls.”
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I smile. I hate it when the other teachers use that name. The students made it up
when they saw me get mad a few years ago. I’d like to see how he would react if
someone put post-it notes all over his desk.
But, I like Mr. Ran. We’ve taught the same courses and generally work well
together. It’s not his fault. He didn’t even come up with the name, and he’s the only
male teacher that doesn’t wear some form of gym shorts every day. His discipline’s
pretty good, too.
“Kaleb’s getting into fights with the other students.”
“Kaleb?” Mr. Ran’s thin eyebrows meet in the middle of his forehead. “But, I’ve
met Kaleb. He’s a sweet kid.”
“He’s got five write ups this week for his behavior, and we still have the rest of
the day to go.”
“I can’t see your kid being a bully.” Mr. Ran begins to look over his test. “Has he
grown? Is he the biggest kid in the class?”
“No, he isn’t. The problem is he’s too smart, and they aren’t keeping him active
enough.”
“I always got my girls to be helpers,” Mrs. Stein says without looking up from her
Petri dishes and specimens.
Mr. Ran shakes his hand again before picking up his pen. “You said he got five
write ups already. Would this be from the same teacher?”
Mrs. Stein interrupts my answer, “I just made them think the classroom wouldn’t
work without them.”
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“He has two teachers, but one deals with the organization of the class and the
other with discipline. You should see the last write up. There was an itemized list of
everything he did wrong on it.”
Mrs. Stein says, “After that, my girls were happy to go to school. They would tell
me that they had a job to do and that no one else could do it.”
Mr. Ran leans toward me. “That’s bad. I’ve always been told that for the first
couple of write ups, you should keep it simple and to the point. But, if you want to get
rid of the kid, you need to be as detailed as possible and list examples.”
“Have you tried giving her teachers a gift? Nothing big, of course, just some
candy or something.”
“No, Mrs. Stein,” I say before turning my attention back to Mr. Ran. “I know, but
I thought I was overreacting.”
“I would say something to them. I wouldn’t let this lie.” Mr. Ran begins to
collect his papers together in one neat pile.
“At the beginning of the year,” Mrs. Stein says, “I gave each one of my girls’
teachers a box of mints, and I wrote on it that each one was ‘mint’ to be their favorite
teacher.”
“I think that’s five minutes. I still have tests to grade,” Mr. Ran gets out of his
chair.
“Thank you two for showing up. I’ll make sure to send out an email about this,”
Mrs. Stein says without moving from her position.
“Make sure you talk to those teachers,” Mr. Ran says to me. “They’re probably
underpaid and have bad attitudes. I wouldn’t let their attitudes affect you.”
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“Yes, but I’m not going to put that in the email,” Mrs. Stein says.
*
Sitting in the Methodist church parking lot, I listen to the repeating beep of my
cell phone as I call my husband. He’s not picking up. I’ve been waiting for him for the
last thirty minutes. By now, he should be out of class. He has a class later in the
afternoon, but I need him. He’s probably in the library trying to study between classes.
We’ve talked about him turning off the phone when he gets in there. I want him to leave
it on in case there’s an emergency. He wants to turn it off because cell phones aren’t
allowed in the building. We both know he just doesn’t want to be bothered if something
happens. I think he should at least put it on vibrate.
I glance back to the church wing. For the last ten minutes, a janitor’s been
smoking in front of the door. I would’ve gone in already if it wasn’t for him, but I don’t
want anyone to see me. I need to see how the teachers treat my son when they think I’m
not around.
When a teacher I vaguely recognize walks up to the door, I figure out another
strategy. She’s carrying three bags of fried chicken from a local place across the street
called Mama’s. The handbook states that teachers won’t leave their rooms for any reason
except an emergency. This teacher is obviously breaking the rules to get her chicken fix.
I knew these women weren’t serious about watching my child. She’s probably sneaking
those three brown bags past her supervisor on the other side of the church. She teaches
the older kids. She must give Mrs. Sylvia a piece for keeping her mouth shut. The
janitor stubs out his cigarette and opens the door for the teacher, and he walks in with her.
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This is my chance, but I’m not going to take it. Waiting for her chicken payoff, Mrs.
Sylvia will definitely be in her hall now, but she won’t be in the other one.
I back out slowly and drive up to the other side of the building. There’s a parking
lot a lot bigger than the one closest to the Mother’s Morning Out side. With the number
of cars in the lot, it seems all the faculty park on this side. I park behind a van with three
stick figures pasted on the back window. In order from left to right, the figures are of a
woman, a man, and a dog. Next to that one is a four door car with a bumper sticker with
a picture of a mother vacuuming the carpet and reading, Mothers do it with barely
suppressed rage.
I start to walk to the door until I notice the box by the door handle. Looking up, I
see the video camera pointing down to the black mat in front of the door. Chances are
the door’s locked, and I don’t want to be caught on the surveillance camera.
The church bells begin to ring for noon, and I look around. I never knew the
church had a bell tower. On the corner of the building, I see the speaker. It shakes when
it rings. I move toward the front of the building, and I think to myself that it’s a church.
Who would lock up a church? The front doors are two deeply stained pieces of wood, the
type of doors people run through after they get married. I’ve heard the building’s built so
the sun shines through the doors in the afternoon, so when the couple leaves it looks like
they’re going into the sunset. My husband and I were married at a courthouse.
I don’t open those big main doors. I don’t think I could. I use the door just to the
side of them that all the normal people use when they’re going to church and not getting
married. These doors are open, and I don’t see a camera hidden in the eaves. On the
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inside, the stained glass creates splotches of color on the floor of the side aisles. In the
glass closest to me is a scene with the baby Jesus.
The beams echo my footsteps as I sneak to my left. The windows have doves
staring down at me. I get to the corridor with my child down it. I’m about to get to the
room when someone asks, “May I help you?”
She’s one of the teachers who watches the one-year-old class. She’s holding a leg
and thigh of fried chicken in a teddy bear-lined napkin. I can tell by the way she squints
at me that she recognizes me, but I don’t think she knows I’m Kaleb’s mom.
“I got a call. My child’s sick.” There’s not a teacher alive that wants a sick child
in their class.
“I haven’t heard of anyone getting sick,” she says while looking back into the
church to see if I’m alone. “How did you get in?”
“The janitor let me in.” I don’t know how to answer the first question. “How’s
the fried chicken?”
She glances at her chicken. “Do you know where to go from here?”
“Yeah, Mrs. Sylvia’s room should be down on the right.”
“The left.”
“Yes, sorry, I’m turned around because I’m used to coming in from the other way,
but the door was locked.”
“You just need to press the button on the speaker.”
“I’ll do that next time.”
She walks away. I’m worried she’s going to tell on me, but there’s a cry from her
room. She starts walking faster, and I follow her for a moment. But, I stop and wait for
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her to go into her room before I start to look into Kaleb’s class through a crack in the
door.
“Can I help you?” Mrs. Sylvia asks.
As I turn around, she asks, “What are you doing here?”
“I thought I got a call about Kaleb being sick.”
“Kaleb has been fine all morning. I’ve been checking on him.”
It’s at that moment one of Kaleb’s teachers opens the top of the Dutch door. “Is
everything okay?”
“Everything’s fine,” Mrs. Sylvia says. I was just going to escort Kaleb’s mom
back out.
I can see in the room. Kaleb’s playing with the other kids. They are all playing
with these little red shakers that are in the shape of an egg.
“Has he caused any trouble today?” I ask.
“How did you get in here?” Mrs. Sylvia asks, ignoring my question.
“I just need to know. I’m not due for another yellow report, am I?”
“There was no buzz at the door. We’re just finishing up lunch. The next thing’s
to put them down for a nap, so we’ve not turned the buzzer off yet,” the teacher at the
door says.
“I know you understand. We need to know how you got in here,” Mrs. Sylvia
says.
“When I thought the call was about Kaleb, I was kind of glad. This way he
couldn’t get into any more trouble. There’s no trouble, right?”
“Not with Kaleb,” Mrs. Sylvia says. “How did you get in?”
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“I followed the teacher with the fried chicken. I didn’t think teachers were
supposed to leave the rooms to get lunch.”
“They’re not. But, we do need to eat. Usually, both teachers eat during naptime.”
“But you aren’t supposed to leave, and the woman I saw had three bags of
chicken.”
“She’s the secretary. We usually send her out to get lunch for the staff for
holidays or birthdays. Remember, you paid a ten dollar fee at the beginning of the school
year so that we could provide that for our teachers.”
Several of the kids hear the three of us talking. One little girl picking her nose
walks up to the door and smiles. Kaleb hears me, and he immediately gets up. Nikki
pushes him down as she gets up.
I point. “See, she pushed him down.” When the teacher and Mrs. Sylvia look at
Kaleb, he’s sitting up. He smiles at the attention he’s getting. I move to the door.
Mrs. Sylvia gets in my way. “I think I need to escort you out.”
“I can’t check out my own child?”
“We usually don’t allow that except in emergencies.”
“You called me. I thought he was sick.”
The other teacher in the room is now standing behind the first. Kaleb gets up and
is knocked down again by Nikki.
“I want my child.”
“Fine,” Mrs. Sylvia says, “but you will need to check him out.”
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Nikki pinches him, and I begin to point to them, but before my arm is fully
extended, he gets up and pushes her head with both of his hands. She bumps into the side
of the table, knocking her head. When she starts to cry, I drop my hand.
All three women look back at my child. “What’s going on?” Mrs. Sylvia asks.
“Nothing,” I say. “Why don’t you show me where I can check Kaleb out?”
As the two teachers on the other side of the Dutch door move to console Nikki
and see what happened, Mrs. Sylvia points with her open hand to a computer on a large
wooden podium. There’s a black pad that I rub my left pointer finger across. When the
monitor lights up, I touch the button with my picture, and then the picture of Kaleb pops
up next to mine. When I push his picture, a pop-up box appears on the monitor. The
screen reads, “Not ordinary pick-up time. Administrator login required.”
I move over to allow Mrs. Sylvia to put in her information. Kaleb’s teacher walks
up to me with Kaleb and his plastic bag. As she hands me the bag, I check both sides.
There’s no yellow report.
Kaleb hugs me as I take him in my arms.
“Is Nikki okay?” I ask over my son’s shoulder to the teacher that usually deals
with the discipline.
“She ran into the table. They do that from time to time,” the teacher says.
“All right,” Mrs. Sylvia says as she allows me to get back to the computer. “I just
need you to sign him out again, and next time be sure to call us to confirm if something’s
wrong with Kaleb before coming over here.”
I go to sign out, but I have no hands while I hold Kaleb and the bag.
“Here let me take him,” the teacher says.
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I hand the bag to Mrs. Sylvia before I turn to give him to his teacher.
“No, want Mommy,” he says.
“I just need to sign you out, and then we can go,” I say as I feel his fingers push
into my neck.
“No, want Mommy,” he raises his voice, looks at me, and slaps me in the face
while Mrs. Sylvia and his teacher watch.
*
He doesn’t want to go in his car seat. His hands push against the buckle that
should go across his chest. Mrs. Sylvia is still at the door on the other side of the
building. “Just remember you don’t need to park on this side to pick up your child.”
“I know now. Thank you,” I say.
He slaps me again, and I force the latch together.
“It hurts me.” He pushes against the cords slipping his arms out of the restraints.
He’s repeating that I’m hurting him, and I’m no longer even touching him.
“All right. All right,” I say, but he doesn’t hear me. He’s kicking and screaming
in a tantrum that he couldn’t stop if he wanted to.
He’s crying in the back as I slam the door and sit down. He’s a good child. My
hands are shaking. I cannot start the car. This isn’t his fault. The keys fall to the floor. I
slap myself. I look in the rearview mirror. I see the tears in my eyes, and I slap my face
harder and harder and harder. When my cheeks are bright red, I stop. Kaleb isn’t crying
anymore. When I wipe my face, my cheeks sting. In the rearview mirror, he’s looking at
me with his mouth open and his eyes wide like he’s never seen me before.
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DAD IN HEADLIGHTS
It is unlawful for a person to capture, possess, or cage any native species,
including white-tailed deer.
—Mississippi State Law Regarding Private Possession of Exotic Animals
Porter named the fawn. He knew he shouldn’t, but as the thing struggled to
breathe, he comforted it by whispering the name of one of his daughter’s imaginary pets,
Coy. He didn’t even remember what Coy was. Porter just knew it was the last imaginary
friend, or animal, his daughter had played with. Sinking into one of the depressions in
the living room couch, he talked to Coy, and he ran his hand over her dented head and
down her spotted back. The deer’s fur felt like his daughter’s hair when she was a baby.
A two-foot hole should hide Coy under the ground well enough to avoid other
animals’ hunger or neighbors’ suspicion. To keep his wife from getting involved, Porter
picked a spot behind the lawnmower shed because it was far enough from the back of the
house. For her, the lawn and everything in the backyard was his problem because
depending on the time of year the outside was too hot, buggy, or cold. He agreed with
her; even at night he was sweating. When he put his toe at the bottom of the hole to
check his progress, the rim only hit about halfway up his foot. The ground was just too
hard to dig any deeper. If it had rained more, it would’ve helped, but this August was
dry.
Using his daughter’s childhood shovel didn’t help the process either, but it was
the only shovel he could find. His had broken when he was digging weeds out of the side
of the driveway. His daughter’s shovel was pink and smelled like lilac. She had dumped
a bottle of the perfume over the shovel when she was young because she liked the scent.
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The smell never went away. Every time he smelled it, he sneezed. The shovel had a
handle shaped like some animal. The head had been worn for years, and the cutting edge
was dull. She had used it to help him with a garden they maintained until she went to
middle school. Loti was better at growing vegetables than he was. She could get
tomatoes to produce round red fruit while his plants would just shrink in the sun and die.
There’s no trace of the garden now.
He could dig the hole all night if he wanted. His wife was working, and his
teenage daughter was out with her friends. He didn’t expect to see them soon. But, he
was not going to keep digging. The blade of the shovel wasn’t going into the hardened
clay.
The garbage bag fit in the hole easily enough. Maybe, he could jump in there,
too. It had been a rough patch ever since he lost his job. He was a teacher until a student
accused him of assault. His always supportive wife said, “If you hadn’t touched the kid,
you would still have your job.” He had resumes out at other schools, but no one had
called him back. “I’m not going to have to worry about you if you don’t have something
come Christmas,” his wife had said. He’d been filling out applications for any menial job
that would take a middle-aged ex-teacher. His voicemail was still empty.
The dirt covered the fawn, but there was a little, black mound in his backyard. If
anyone walked around to the back of the shed, they’d know something had been buried
out there. He could lie to strangers and tell them it was a family pet, but strangers
wouldn’t be back there. Maybe, he’d get lucky, and no one would notice. The driveway
came right up the side and around to the back of the house. If someone pulled all the way
up, they’d see the new black hill, but they’d have to be looking for it to notice. Porter
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knew his wife would see it. Ever since she started selling houses again, she could spot
anything out of place on a property. He’d have to come up with some explanation to tell
Millie, his wife, and Loti. He was just hoping that he could come up with something
better than it was a dead cat by then.
Making sure there was no one to hear him, he said to the pile of dirt, “Coy, sorry I
couldn’t find you something to drink. I should’ve checked the internet first. I know it’s
been a week, but I thought cow’s milk would work. But, it just messed up your stomach.
If I’d had some goat milk—but I didn’t. Sorry, I just didn’t know.”
*
Porter really didn’t hit the deer. It ran into his car. He decided to take the
wooded scenic highway that runs from Natchez to Nashville. He was coming onto the
Natchez Trace Parkway around where they put that new mall outside of Jackson.
“That’s the real tragedy here,” he said to Loti, “all those people abandoning their
homes in Jackson to live somewhere safe. Why can’t they just stay and try to fix their
problems instead of running away from them? The deer wouldn’t have been in the
middle of the road if it wasn’t for that.”
Porter had read an article the other day. It was about all the deer running around
in the suburbs due to people moving out of big cities and building houses in what used to
be forests. He’d brought it to his wife. She asked, “Do you have a job? Because the
minute you do, I can stop selling those suburban houses. Or would you rather we sell our
house and live in a slum?”
Loti didn’t stop crying. “You hit a baby deer.”
“It ran into my car.”
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“Look, it’s limping,” Loti said.
“At least, it’s not dead,” Porter said. The deer was curled up with its head by the
curve of its back leg.
“Dad, don’t be stupid. That’s not helping.”
Porter wondered why his daughter thought that he was becoming dumber with
each passing year. He even wondered if it was true. For him, it was the doe’s fault. He
was turning onto the Trace to get back to Clinton, a suburb on the west side of Jackson
where they lived, when the doe walked across the road. No hesitation, she just walked
right across without looking. The deer was easy to see. He had even slowed down at
first. She was already halfway across the street. There was no reason for him to stop in
the middle of the Trace and risk getting rear-ended. He thought the danger had passed.
Seeing deer was nothing new; the wildlife was why he took the Trace. When Loti
was little, they’d drive by the trees trying to find all the monkeys hiding in the branches.
He never found any, but she always did. She would press her finger against the glass,
trying to show him. The Trace was great for that kind of thing. You’d get to see the
trees, the cows, and the occasional deer. The best part was that they usually stayed on the
side of the road and not in the middle of it. He tried his wife’s number, but he kept
getting her voicemail. Didn’t she know how to answer a phone? Why did they pay for
phones if no one used them when they were needed?
“Can’t we do something?” Loti asked.
“I don’t think we’re supposed to touch it,” Porter said. “Isn’t there something
with the scent?”
“I know, but I can’t remember,” Loti said.
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“I called the police. The operator said someone was on the way.”
“They could be hours,” she said.
“There’s nothing I can do.”
“You could’ve not hit the deer.”
“It ran into my car.”
“Why did we even need to be here? Why didn’t you stay on the intestate? It
would’ve been faster.”
“I’m not the reason we’re looking for private schools out here.”
“I can’t talk to you right now. A deer might run into me.”
With Loti by the fawn, Porter wondered why she hadn’t said that first part to her
teacher in the public school back home. Instead, she told the teacher she was going to
blow up her car. It was never clear if Loti meant that the teacher was in the car or not,
but these days explosives were something that schools took personally. Millie and he
fought the expulsion, but Loti was never good under pressure. The minute the board
grilled her on the incident she said, “Yeah, I said it to her, and she deserved it. I’m
surprised it hasn’t happened all ready.”
While Millie worked, Porter drove Loti around looking at all the private schools
in the Jackson area. The pickings were slim. All it took was a phone call to find out
about Loti’s background, and most recognized him from the news when he lost his job.
Hitting a kid didn’t endear you to anybody. So, they spent the last few weeks touring
schools. It was either that or send Loti to the local alternative school and wait a year
before she would be allowed back to her old school.
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*
“Stuff like this happens more than you think,” Lt. Hinds said. “You should’ve
stopped when you saw the first one. They always travel in herds. It’s rare to see one by
itself.”
“I thought, with it out in the middle of the street, if there were any others, I’d see
them.”
“Nope. In fact, you were lucky. Another time of year, a stag or two could have
been chasing her. She all right?”
“No, she thinks I did it on purpose.”
The cop looked at him. “The deer thinks you did it on purpose? Sir, did you hit
your head on something during the accident?”
“No, my daughter. She blames me for the accident.”
“Dad,” Loti said from her squatted positon by the fawn, “the doe. He’s not
talking about me.”
“She’s got good ears, your daughter,” the cop said. “You didn’t hit the deer, did
you?”
“No, sorry, she was already across the street when the two fawns came running
after her.”
“Just as well. There would’ve been a bigger mess to clean up, and there would’ve
been more damage to the car.”
There was a valley in the front passenger side bumper. It rose towards the hood.
There was no other damage. The car looked fine. The passenger side was just different
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than it used to be. The worst part was that Porter’s insurance premiums were going to go
up because of that dent. It wasn’t even his fault.
“At least you were smart enough not to swerve. If you had, you wouldn’t have
been far enough from the tree line to stop the vehicle. That is if you didn’t flip the car in
the process.”
“I didn’t hit the fawn. It hit me.”
“It hit the car. Okay, well you were smart to let it run into the car. Any evasive
action would’ve probably killed you. About how fast were you going?”
“I’d just gotten on the road. I couldn’t have been going more than twenty or
twenty-five.”
“The fawn really did run into you. There’s no way you would have gotten a dent
that size if you were going that slow. The fawn must have really been trucking it.”
“It was a loud impact.”
Lt. Hinds ran his hands over the dent. “Don’t worry about it. A car can be fixed,
and that’s just a dent to the exterior. Doesn’t seem to be any damage to the frame. If you
would’ve hit a tree, there’s no telling what could’ve happened. The car’s just a car. The
important things are you and your daughter.”
Porter’s ankle ached from pressing the brake so hard. When Loti was ready to be
civil, he needed to ask her if she had pain anywhere.
“You know the fawn’s probably fine. If it’s been sitting there all quiet, it’s just
waiting for its mama.”
“We haven’t seen her since the accident,” Porter said.
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“Hey, ma’am,” the police officer said to Loti, “I wouldn’t touch that fawn. He
could still hurt you. Their hooves are pretty sharp.”
“She’s just upset,” Porter said. “We saw it limping around before it settled
down.”
“It’s fine. Deer are pretty strong animals. They can adapt to anything. Just make
sure you don’t go and touch it. If you do, the doe’s going to reject it because of your
scent. Just leave it alone, and it’ll be fine.”
“I think she’s afraid the mother left it for dead,” Porter said.
“No, the mom’s out there. She’s hiding in the trees waiting for you to leave, but
when you do, she’ll come back out. I would give it about an hour before everyone’s back
together.”
Lt. Hinds went back to his car. He came out a moment later. “All right, I’ll file a
report, but you should give it two or three days before the insurance gets all the
information. You might want to wait to call them.”
Lt. Hinds handed Porter a piece of loose-leaf paper. “I don’t have the form that
would make it official, but I wrote the case number down. With that, you can call and
check.”
“Thank you,” Porter said.
“It really is a shame you didn’t hit the doe. You know Mississippi has a carcass
law. The one who hits them gets them. You really can’t do much with a fawn. No meat,
and who would want to eat a fawn?”
“Dad,” Loti said, “we’re not eating it.”
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“No one would,” Lt. Hinds said. “But, I’ve seen a lot of accidents happen
because some fool pulled over to cut off the antlers of some deer or try to pick up the
remains. That’s why they have the law now. We even have a list of homeless or hard
luck families that will take the meat of a grown deer. Kind of a community service
thing.”
“We didn’t hit the doe, and the fawn was walking just a minute ago,” Loti said.
“Yeah, probably best you didn’t hit the doe. There would’ve been more damage
to your car. But, if you ever get in the situation, realize hitting the deer is probably better
than swerving off the road, and if there is something left, we can do some good with it.”
“That’s disgusting,” Loti said.
“Thank you,” Porter said.
“No problem, and drive safe.”
*
“We’re not leaving the fawn,” Loti said from the back seat. She could tell her dad
what to do, but she wasn’t about to sit next to him.
“Shut up,” Porter said. “We can’t pick up the deer in front of the cop.”
“Why not? The man was about to grill the baby up right there. It was like his
civic duty or something.”
Porter got back on the Trace and stopped at the next rest stop. The Trace had a
few of these rest stations spaced out to give the motorist time to stop and learn something
about Mississippi history. There was a big sign that talked about the Osburn Stand, an
inn built on the Trace because the postal route came through the area. The inn
disappeared after the postal line was shifted to run through Jackson after it was founded
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and made the capitol. After an hour, Porter and Loti went back to the site. The fawn was
still there.
“I knew he was lying,” Loti said before she jumped out the car.
Porter watched the road to make sure the cop didn’t come back and catch them.
Loti wrapped the deer in an old sweatshirt her dad had from the school he’d been fired
from.
When she got back into the car, she sat in the front seat. Porter said, “There’s a
vet down the road. I think they’ll take it. Then we can go home.”
“Why don’t we go to the zoo?” Loti asked.
“The last time we went there our car was broken into. I think I’ve had enough
dealings with the cops for one day, unless you want to go back and talk to Lt. Hinds.”
Loti cooed to the fawn. “We should name him.”
“We don’t even know if it’s a he.”
There was a musk smell in the car. Porter wasn’t going to want that sweatshirt
back. He no longer wanted it anyway. He wished the whole school would blow up,
which he realized was terrible, but he would still feel a little satisfaction if it did. The
idea that he would’ve intentionally punched a student was ridiculous. He knew it had
happened, but he didn’t do it on purpose. Porter remembered the fight as much as he
remembered the deer running into his car. What he did remember was standing on the
sidewalk with the rest of the teachers as two groups of students started fighting. The bell
had just rung, ending lunch. One group of tenth grade students who’d been sophomores
for more than two years were about to separate from the crowd and go back to their
classes, but they didn’t. They started yelling at a number of students who were
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sophomores for the first time. Porter never got a straight answer about who started the
fight. There was no telling if it was his students or the older ones.
As they watched, Mr. Lewis said, “I’m not getting involved in that, and I don’t
think any of you should either.”
Porter might have listened, but one of his students was in the middle of it.
Mallory was one of the younger kids, but you couldn’t tell from her size. She was as tall
as Porter, and Porter knew if she didn’t fight, no one would respect her after, not that she
cared about what other people thought. She always called him by his first name, and no
matter how many times he fussed at her she wouldn’t stop. She was one of his favorites.
She got punched on the side of the head. She hadn’t seen it coming, and she went
down. There was a cheer from the other students that had gathered among the teachers.
Some of the teachers scowled at the students for egging the fight on. Porter got in the
middle of the fight.
At one point in the fight, he ended up landing on top of Mallory. Students and
teachers would always ask him after if he’d gotten hit too, but really he hadn’t. One
student pushed him to the ground to get to another student. The kid probably didn’t even
register that it was him. Yet, the next day, Mallory’s mom came to school claiming her
kid didn’t want to come because she was beaten up by her teacher. The news picked the
story up for one day. His school district put him on suspension and quickly fired him so
there wasn’t much to report.
After everything was done, he saw Mallory at the school office. He was picking
up his last paycheck and getting information on how long his insurance would last. At
the time, his health insurance had covered Loti.
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“I’m real sorry, Mr. Porter,” Mallory said. “I just didn’t want to get in trouble
with my mama about fighting at school.”
*
The vet’s office was just outside Clinton. Porter had never been in there. He had
no reason. The family never had a pet. They were too busy with their own problems,
and Millie in her own words said, “I’m not about to have an animal I can’t take care of
properly.” Loti had begged for a puppy or a kitten, but Porter never gave in. Millie was
right; there was never enough time to walk, bath, and clean up after a pet.
“You can’t bring that in here,” the woman at the front desk at the vet said. “You
need to bring that to the zoo.”
“But he needs help,” Loti said.
“We don’t take deer,” the receptionist said while moving some brochures away
from Loti’s sweatshirt.
“He got hurt when he ran into my car,” Porter said.
“If you ran into him or not, it doesn’t matter. We don’t treat deer.”
Another woman came up. “Ray, is that a deer?”
“Yeah, this man ran into a deer on the road and brought it here because he felt bad
about it.”
“The deer ran into us,” Porter said. “There’s even a police report.”
“We can put it down,” the new receptionist said.
“Dad, we can’t let them kill it.”
“I know,” Porter said to his daughter. To the receptionists, he asked, “What about
some medication?”
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The new lady said, “Our vets are only licensed to work on small animals. While
the deer is small, we don’t have anyone that would know what dosage to give it. You
need to find someplace that takes care of farm animals or something like that.”
“Is there a vet that does that around here?” Porter asked.
“The zoo possibly,” Ray said.
“Also, we’re not licensed to work on wild animals,” the new receptionist said.
“And, do you have a permit to have one of those?”
“We just hit it with our car. How are we supposed to have obtained a permit?”
“So you do admit you ran into the deer,” Ray said.
Loti had set the sweatshirt down on the desk, and Porter picked it up. He left
without saying another word to those two women. Loti followed unsure of what was
happening.
“Dad, we can’t just leave. Where are we going to get any help?” Loti asked.
“The woman gave me an idea. There’s someone I know that used to working
with bigger animals.”
*
School had let out about two hours ago, but one science teacher always stayed
late. She had to clean up her labs. They had taken his key when they’d fired him, but if
there was still anyone on campus, the janitorial service wouldn’t lock the back door. Ms.
Dot Guin had to be in her old room. She was usually one of the last ones to leave.
“Porter,” she said as she tried to hug him. She couldn’t since the sweatshirt with
the deer was in the way, but it was Loti’s presence behind him that stopped her.
“Dot, this is my daughter, Loti.”
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“Yes, I’ve heard about you. Is my car safe?”
Loti smiled. Porter noticed because he hadn’t seen her do that in a while. “Only
if you can help us,” Loti said.
“Oh, I like her,” Dot said to Porter. “She’s got spunk.”
“A deer ran into my car,” Porter said.
“You hit a fawn,” Dot said.
“He was trying to take a short cut home,” Loti said.
“You shouldn’t have picked it up. The mother probably would have returned for
it after you left.”
“Yeah, the cop told us that, but we saw it limping around. I remembered you
owning that farm, and I thought you might know what to do.”
“It was my ex-husband’s farm,” Dot said. “But I have a friend that used to rescue
deer all the time. Let me see the sweatshirt.”
When she put the deer down on one of her classroom tables, the table shifted
because one of the legs was too short.
“I like your choice in wrapping material. Have you found a job yet?”
“No, like you used to say, ‘Once you get a rep at school, it’s hard to break.’”
“I’m still mad about what happened to you. They didn’t even investigate.”
“No help for it now. What about the deer?”
“I can bandage it up, but really you didn’t need to bring it here. It’s probably fine
and just needs its mother and her milk to survive at this point.”
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She rubs the top of the fawn’s head. “You see there’s a ridge up here on the top
of the head, but it’s pretty shallow. It would be a lot deeper if the fawn was dehydrated.
Has it been bleating?”
“No, quiet,” Loti said.
“It’s probably just scared,” Porter said.
“The good news is that all we need to do is wrap the leg. You can then return it,
and it will be fine. We’re just going to have to find a bandage.”
The closet door was covered in lab reports the students had made, and there was a
bolt in the bottom corner. “Everyone thinks they can break into a school lab and make
drugs so we have to lock everything. I don’t even think I have everything you’re going to
need.”
Porter didn’t need the explanation. He had worked there. “What do think we’re
going to need to get?”
“Well,” Ms. Guin said, “rubber gloves and a towel. I ran out of gloves today. I
can check the other teachers’ rooms, but I think they ran out, too.”
“Why do we need the gloves and towel?” Loti asked.
“To wipe your scent off it,” Dot said.
“So the mother doesn’t reject it?”
“No,” Ms. Guin said, “to keep your scent off so other predators like dogs and such
stay away from it. More dogs kill fawns each year than anything else.”
“If you rub down the animal, rub down the area, and leave. The mother should
return in the next twenty-four to forty-eight hours.”
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She pulled the leg out, the fawn tried to get away, and Porter and Dot had to
squeeze the animal still between them.
Dot threw the bandages to Loti. “Here, wrap it up while we hold her down.”
“It’s a she?” Loti asked.
“I’m pretty sure it is.”
Loti wrapped the deer. The deer bleated a couple of times, but when they were
done, it went back to the sweatshirt and curled back into a ball.
“There’s a cut down your arm,” Porter said to Dot.
They went to the closest, and Dot covered the scratch with disinfectant. “I might
need to go to the doctor. I don’t want to get something nasty from that.”
“I didn’t mean to get you hurt.”
“Don’t worry about it. Just call me and let me know how it goes with the deer.”
She handed him a phone number on a torn piece of paper.
His cell phone rang with his wife’s number showing. He silenced it. “Thanks for
the help, Dot.”
*
Porter never called Millie back. There never seemed to be any time to, and he
knew what she would say. She wanted the car back. Out of the two cars they owned, the
one Porter was driving was the nicer car until today. She wanted it so when she drove up
to a house she was selling she’d look professional.
Porter and Loti stopped at the store to pick up a towel and gloves. Loti came up
with the idea to move the fawn back toward the tree line, so a passing car wouldn’t
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accidently run the fawn over. They planned the entire operation in the car, and they went
over what each other’s parts were until they got back to that spot on the Trace.
Porter pulled over off the shoulder and onto the grass while Loti kept an eye out
for Lt. Hinds. Porter got out of the car and got the fawn out the backseat. Loti ran to the
tree line, looking for a safe place to put the deer. Porter followed, and they began the
cleaning process. Loti cleaned the fawn while Porter wiped down the area.
At home, Millie was at the back door waiting. “Where have you two been?”
“I found a couple of private schools attached to churches that we looked at,”
Porter said.
“It took longer than we thought,” Loti said.
“You couldn’t return my call?” Millie asked.
Porter got out his phone. “I had called you,” he said. There were twelve missed
calls. “Sorry, I put it on silent when we went to talk to our guide.”
“I don’t understand why you couldn’t look at your phone. Why do we waste
money on you having one if you aren’t going to use it?”
“I didn’t know.”
“You are lucky you got back home. I got another call, and I have to go show a
house.”
It was the other job she got to make ends meet. By day, she worked at a bank as a
teller, but at night she worked as a real estate agent. It was what she had done when she
and Porter first got married, but she hated it. She had switched jobs soon after. What she
hated most was the odd hours. Most people didn’t look at houses until they got off work.
So, she spent most of her time away from her family showing houses to other people.
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She would even get calls in the middle of the night from someone asking questions about
an online listing. She only worked the job now because she wanted to keep their house
and still be able to send Loti to a decent school.
She kissed Loti goodbye, and she told Porter to do the dishes as she left.
“She’s going to notice,” Loti said.
“I know.”
When the door opened again, she asked Porter, “What did you do to my car?”
“I hit a deer,” Porter said.
“You hit a deer. How could you be so stupid? We can’t afford this right now.”
“It was an accident.”
“An accident? Is it an accident that I have to show up to sell a house in a dented
car? Who wants to buy a house from a lady in a broken car?”
“Mom,” Loti said, “it isn’t his fault. A deer ran into us on the Trace.”
“And why were you on the Trace?” Millie asked Porter.
“It’s the fastest way home,” Loti said, “and we were looking for monkeys.”
Millie scowled at Porter, but she was late.
When she slammed the door, Porter’s arms moved out to grab his daughter and
hug her.
With her back to him, Loti didn’t notice. “I’m going out to see friends. Can I
take the other car?”
His arms dropped. “Sure. Take the one your mother didn’t.”
*
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The fawn stayed huddled in a ball by the tree line for the rest of the afternoon.
After the rush of a car passing on the road, the fawn lifted her head to see if her mother
had returned. The field of grass and the road were always empty. As dusk came, the
fawn cried out bleating for its mother and her familiar scent. When it got dark, she stood
up. Her bandaged leg was tight, and she limped around smelling the grass for a scent she
could barely remember.
At one point she came close to the trees and brush, but there was a noise, a
cracking branch, beyond what she could see. Her ears pointed up. Turning, trying to
hear what could be danger or her mother, she got back in her protective ball, but she had
a sharp pain in her stomach. She searched again, getting closer to the road. The road was
pain. She knew from experience, but the last she saw of her mother was when she had
walked out onto the road.
After a few moments, of looking down one stretch of concrete and the other, she
stepped out onto the hard ground. This place smelled less like her mother than the grass
did. Her bandaged leg hurt more than when she was on the grass. She bit into the fabric
trapping her leg, trying to tear it off.
She was so concerned with the fabric she didn’t see the two lights approaching
her. She didn’t notice until the twin headlights became one light that surrounded her.
She stood still hoping the light would pass. There was a noise, a loud bang, and then she
couldn’t see anymore.
When her head broke free, she could see the sweatshirt that had engulfed her. She
could even detect her own musky fragrance. She put her head down on the shoulder of a
man she had smelled before. She did not move as the man drove home.

